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OBITUARY 

Professor Sankari Prasad Banerjee is no more. 

We feel extremely grieved to mention his sad demise which occurred on 

1st August 2003 at Calcutta. 

Born on 9th August 1929 at Baduria, a village in North 24 Parganas he 

was the only child of Mahendranath and Nirmala Rani Bandyopadhyay. Professor 

Banerjee had a brilliant academic career. Receiving the highest marks both in 

Philosophy (Honours) and Bengali Vernacular, he stood second class first in the 

B.A. Examination in 1950, and was awarded the Ramtanu Lahiri Gold medal and 

the Bankim Chandra Silver Medal. He stood second in the first class in the M.A. 

Examinationin 1952. 

Professor Banerjee's teaching career began III 1953 as a Lecturer in 

Philosophy at Tamralipta Mahavidyalay, Midnapore. Then he taught at Asutosh 

College, Calcutta (1955-1963). In 1963 he joined the Department of Humanities 

and Social Sciences of the I.I.T. , Kharagpur, first as a lecturer, then as an 

Assistant Professor. He obtained his Ph.D. Degree in 1966 on the topic 

"Knowledge of Self' under the supervision of Professor J.N. Mohanty. Then he 

joined the newly created Philosophy Department of North Bengal University in 

1968 as a Reader. He was the first Head of the Department. 

Professor Banerjee's long professional association with Calcutta University 

began in 1969, when he was appointed a Reader in the Department of Philosophy. 

An exceptional teacher, 'here he also displayed his keen abilities as an administrator 

during a three-year term (I975-197X) as a Registrar of the University. Between 

1982 and 1984 he served as a Joint Secretary of the National Commission of 

Teachers, Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India. This was followed by his tenure as 

the Vice-Chancellor of Burdwan University, Burdwan, West Bengal. In four 

years as Vice-Chancellor (1984-1988), he gave a new shape to the university. 

In 1988 Professor Sankari Prasad Banerjee once more returned the 

Department of Philosophy, Calcutta University as Professor and very soon he 

was selected to the prestigious chair, Acharya Brajendra Nath seal Professor of 



Mental and Moral Philosophy (formerly the George V Professor), which he held 

till his retirement in 1995. 

In 1996, he was appointed visiting Professor in the Department of 

Philosophy and the Life-World, Vidyasagar University, Midnapore. He whole

heartedly helped the new Department of a new university in its growing period. 

He was always a well-wisher of this Department and this University. 

Professor Banerjee presented numerous papers at conferences and colloquia 

in national venues and international are as, delivered presidential and valedictory 

lectures, edited books, and published a range of articles in scholarly journals and 

academic anthologies. 

Recently Professor Banerjee was honoured as "Calcutta Philosopher" 

along with Professor Shibjeevan Bhattacharya and Professor Rama Prasad Das 

by the Department of Philosophy, Calcutta University. 

Always accessible and unassuming, he heard his students patiently, helping 

them unhesitatingly and with dedication. A person beaming with energy and Zest 

for life and living, his interests were not only limited to philosophy. Throughout his 

life he was sincerely committed to various social activities. 

Success did not tarnish him, during his life-time he remained a simple 

village boy with a sense of wonder and a love for active life. 

The loss of passing away of Professor Sankari Prasad Banerjee is certainly 

irrepairable to those who love philosophy, man and society. 
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RADHAKRISHNAN'S PHILOSOPHICAL MESSAGE
 

G.C.NAYAK
 

Radhakrishnan was a multi-faceted, a multi-dimensional, personality and his 

contribution to our and the world-eulture was manifold, regarding this there cannot 

be any two opinions. Here, however, I will concentrate only on Radhakrishnan as 

a philosopher, and within that sphere again I would be concentrating only on certain 

aspects, because it is almost impossibleto exhaust all the aspects ofhis philosophical 

contributions. 

The main thesis, rather the message, of Radhakrishnan to India and also to 

the world as a whole was - 'spirit above matter' or rather the 'spiritual in and 

through the material'. He was ~ great Vedantin, perhaps the greatest in the 

modem age after Swami Vivekananda, whose cryptic remark about the Vedantic 

vision still rings in may ears, as fresh as it was during my student days when I 

was obviously enthralled by the unique charm of his writings in English. 

Radhakrishnan had pointed out in his inimitable style in his magnum opus, Indian 

Philosophy. that "world is unreal, illusory it is not", ac~ording to the Vedanta . 

That the world is illusory, Jagat mithya.according to S'ankara, bad beenaccepted 

almost unanimously (except Swami Vivekananda, of course) at least in the popular 

mind before Radhakrishnan, and Radhakrishnan gave a death blow to this 

illusionistic interpretatin of Vedanta once for all. Declaring the world to be unreal 

only in a technical sense according to which reality stands for something absolutely 

unchanging (Ku!astha nitya) it would only mean that the world is ever-ehanging 

(anitya), not that the world is an illusion. Rather, according to this version, even 

illusions have some reality in so far as they appear out there as something existing. 

The world is only meant for our practical transactions in accordance with the rules 

of the game played with practical interest from time to time differing in different 

contexts, instead ofbeing taken as ultimatelyreal or ofbeing something of absolute 

value (Ni hs'reyasa). This interpretation of Vedanta posed before the world-

Philosophy and The Life-world Cl 1101. 6 c 2004 



8 G.CNAYAK 

audience, specially before the great contemporary idealist thinkers of his time, 

brought about a definite change for the better intheir attitude inthe positive direction 
towards India and Indian Philosophy which was otherwise regarded so long as 

otherworldly, mystical in a pejorative sense, pessimistic, and what not. This, to my 

mind, was one of the greatest contributions of Radhakrishnan to India and Indian 

thought. 

His plea was not to reject matter or material life altogether, but to seek spirit 

in and through matter to the extent that the whole life of man gets charged, so to 

say, with the spiritual. This of course is ju1t the opposite or what is now pervading 

the entire Indian spirit, as would be evident to anyone who is a little perceptive, 

the call of the material dictating terms, as it were, to our entire existence and 

capturing our whole being including the spiritual. This may be only a passing phase, 

perhaps, but this is an undeniable fact as it obtains at present. 

The great dancer, Yamini Krishnamurti's tribute to Radhakrishnan's spiritual 

interpretation of a dance-form is worth mentioning here, if only to point out how 

Radhakrishnan wanted the human life to be lived, not being bereft of the material 

but to be lived with the spirit pervading out entire material existence. This was 

Radhakrishnan's message, and Yamini Krishnamurti, paying her tribute to this great 

philosopher-statesman, says "In the fifties, as I began to present Kuchipudi regularly 

.....the nayika who waited for her loved Krishna in the Krishna Sabdam...I danced 

rhythmically on a copper plate, with a water-pot balanced on my head. This was a 

fact of coordination that upset purists as it seemed to smack of the circus ... There 

was, in fact, a philosophical significance to the water pot and plate which was 

once explained to an audience by Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, President ofIndia, before 

I danced Tarangam". 'It is an analogy for·life itself', said the supremely dignified 

scholat and philosopher, quoting an appropriate Sanskrit sloka - 'Like the dancer 

who concentrates on the water-pot while dancing to the music accompanied by 

melodic instruments and rhythmic patterns, the brave one contemplates the divine 

fact of God, although saddled with worldly worries.' This can be further interpreted 

as 'we are all bound to this earth (the brass plate under the feet) and we carry 

heavy responsibilities on our head (signified by the water-pot, from which not a 

drop is supposed to spill). But just as the dancer moves joyously in rhythms, her 

mind in glorious contemplation of God, so too should life be lived, with grace, energy 

Philosophy and The Life-world 0 vol. 6 0 2004 



9 G.CNAYAK 

and good purpose.' The Sanskrit sloka to which Radhakrisbnan had referred.is as 

follows : "Punkhanupunkhavisayanupasevyamanah dJiiro na mu ncati . .. ,. . 
mu~unda paaaravinJa n;. Sanglta va~a laya tala vas'an gattipi, maulistha 

kum'bhapa;iraksanadhirnat!va". This is one of the noblest philosophical . . . 
messages of Radhakrishnan to the world at large, which is entirely in keeping with 

the intrinsic spirit of India : I consider it to be one of his gr~atest contributions to 

the world-eulture . 

Was Radhakrishnan a mere interpreter of Indian thoughts or was he a 

philosopher in his own right? Despite the fact that·he is one and only philosopher 

from India whose name is included in the Library of Living Philosopher series, 

thus bringing definite credit to India, and despite the monumental evidence of his 

commentaries, like those of the great Acaryas, on the Prasthiina tray', the 

Upani ~ads , the Brahma - Siitras, and the Bhagavad ota , doubts continue to 

be there in the minds of Some if Radhakrishnan was not a mere syncretist without 

any novelty ofthought. Here I propose to submit Radhakrishnan's view on intuition 

as only one of the examples of his unique critical insight, and to establish in my 

own way that Radhakrishnan was not a mere interpreter of others' thoughts but 

was very much a philosopher in his own right. 

Regarding matters such as originality or novelty of thought, controversy is 

bound to be there in accordance with different standards set for assessment by 

different critics not only in different disciplines but also in one and the same 

discipline. And this is so very true ofphilosophyin view ofthe fact that philosophical 

critics are found to be very rarely in agreement with each other regarding the 

standards by which the works of their fellow thinkers, whether of the past or the 

present, need to be assessed. Sometimes it may so happen that standards are applied 

in disciplines or part ofa discipline, say e.g. in Painting, Literature, Art, Philosophy, 

Religious thoughts, etc. which are simply inapplicable there on account of the very 

nature of the subject. 

In matters such as this sometimes highly speculative thinking combined with 
~ 

deepest emotional involvement ~. one's favourite ideology, characterize what is 

regarded wrongly as critical evaluation. On account of such instability in matters . 
of speculation the great S'ankara in his commentary on the Brahma-Sutras 

Philosophy and The Life-world o Vol. 6 o 2004 



10 G.CNAYAK 

pointed out that arguments based on mere speculative thinking are not tobe relied 

upon in view of the fact that speculations do not have any end or limit.' Here I 
would try to avoid speculation as far as it is practicable and assess Radhakrishnan's 

work for what it is worth. Novelty in approach and critical insight into problems 

are matters of degree, according to me, and it will be appropriate to bear this in 

mind while as~essing Radhakrishnan's contributions to the world ofthought. Even 

a great Naiyayika of the stature of Jayanta Bha!! a, while speaking of himself 

and his work, was candid enough to admit, rather with an extraordinary modesty, 

that he was only putting old things in a new style, that is all.? 

For Radhakrishnan's views on intuition I will be depending here mainly on 

his work An Idealist new ofLife, which was delivered as the prestigious Hibbert 

Lectures during 1929-30, at the University of Manchester and University College, 

London. According to Radhakrishnan, over the above the normal apprehension 

ofthe Reality through intellect which is fallible there is a unique and infallible way 

of apprehending the Real through intuition. If intuition is to be- characterised as "a 

direct relation between the mind and some object, analogous to what common 

sense thinks is the relation between us and something we see unambiguously in a 

clear light"," then intuition at the outset seems to have an edge over intellect. The 

emphasis, in case of intuition, is on the immediacy or directness of the relation 

without any interference in the form of interpretation or influence from outside. 

Radhakrishnan writes, "Intellectual inaction seems to be 'the prelude to the intuitive 

flash. To allow the non-intellectual and yet rational part of mind to play on the 

object, relaxation is necessary. Creative work is due as much to relation as to 

concentration. When we effectually concentrate on the object and think attentively 

about its many details, we do not seem to move far from the point at which we 

started. We must allow the intellect to lie fallow, let the object soak into the subsoil 

of our mental life and elicit its reaction on it.?" What is significant to note here is 

that Radhakrishnan is quite clear in his views regarding intuition whose origin, 

according to him, is inexplicable but whose directness is its greatest asset. "The 

relaxation of intellect", says Radhakrishnan, "means the activity of the whole 

mind, the awakening of the whole being for the crucial act to arise. When the 

flash occurs, we feel it to be true and find that it lifts up the puzzles and paradoxes 

into luminous atmosphere. There is no more helpless fumbling over trifles or 

Philosophy and The Life-world 0 Vol. 6 0 2004 



11 G.CNAYAK 

distraction in details. The truth is not so much produced as achieved. Though 

inexplicable in its origin, it is quite simple when it arises. It seems to be as direct 

and as effortless as ordinary perception when it occurs." Truth, evidently according 

to Radhakrishnan, is achieved in intuition in its pristine purity whereas in the 

intellectual level it is produced and is, to that extent, distorted. He does not.. 

however, subscribe to the view that intellect and intuition are absolutely opposed 

to each other. "Though intuition lies beyond intellect", says Radhakrishnan, "it is 

..not contrary to it. It is called samyagjiidna , of perfect knowledge"." According 

to him, "Intuitions are not substitutes of thought. They are challenges to intelligence. 

Mere intuitions are blind while intellectual work is empty. All processes are partly 

intuitive and partly intellectual. There is no gulfbetween the two." In this connection 

he also clarifies his idea of philosophy as dars' ana, "an insight of the whole 

experience", which, according to him , is ''the ancient view of philosophy"." He 

emphatically and clearly points out that "while it is necessary to insist that a 

philosopher should not allow his thinking to be disturbed by his passions, no one 

can be a philosopher whose non-logical sides are not well-developed'." And he 

laments over the present plight ofphilosophy which was once the pursuit ofwisdom, 

as a mere possession of a technique.9 

So far, so good. One thing is clear. Whatever may be the logical status of . 

intuitive understanding, Radhakrishnan's views on intuition and in this connection 

his conception of philosophy are in no way fuzzy. He has a distinct and a clear 

stand on the question. The problem for us is how to assess this whole issue at 

hand : the question is to assess for ourselves the exact status of intuitive life which, 

according to Radhakrishnan, is 'the spiritual wisdom at its highest' and 'is a type 

of achievement which belongs only to the highest range ofmental life.'10 Is intuition 

a way of knowing'! Can there be a non-sensuous, immediate knowledge ? . 
According to Radhakrishnan, there is such a knowledge, 'a knowledge which is 

different £rpm conceptual knowledge by which we see things as they are'. II It is, 

according to him, 'knowledge by being', as distinguished from knowledge by senses 

or symbols, M 'a.wareness ofthe truth of things by identity'. 'What intuition reveals 

is not so much a doctrine as awareness: it is a state ofmind and not a definition of 
the object'." But why should it be regarded as knowledge ? If and when there is 

no conceptualization, can there be knowledge? Radhakrishnan is aware of the 

Philosophyand The Life-world 0 J1J1. 6 0 2004 



12 G.CNAYAK 

difficulties involved inregarding intuitive apprehension as knowledge and his critical 

insight into the problem is evident from the way in which he analyses the whole 
issue. "If the term 'knowledge' is restricted to what is communicable, what can 

be expressed in formulas and propositions", says Radhakrishnan, "then intuitive 

insight as ineffable and non-propositional is not knowledge. But certainty and not 

communicability is the truest test of knowledge, and intuitive experience has this 

sense of assurance or certainty, and therefore. is a species of knowledge' .13 This 

passage of Radhakrishnan undoubtedly shows his critical mind regarding the 

problem of intuition as knowledge, whether one agrees with his viewpoint or not. 

In case of intuitive experience there is indeed the further problem about the 

exact nature of what Radhakrishnan speaks of its sense of assurance or certainty. 

Knowledge certainly differs; one may point out, from purely psychological states 

like feeling sure. The question is whether it is appropriate on the part of some one 

having a sort of compelling awareness through what he designates as intuition to 

make a knowledge -claim or if it is appropriate on the part of anyone else to 

make a knowledge-claim on behalf of some such person . It is course true that 

one is not authorized to deny such an experience to others simply because he does 

not have the requisite experience. And the person concerned may claim to know 

on the basis of his experience alone only in an extraordinary sense, although it will 

perhaps be more appropriate to call it wisdom or jnana if one chooses to value it 

over and above the knowledgeobtained through intellect. Radhakrishnan, it should 

be noted, has clearly stated here the grounds on which claims to knowledge are 

made on behalf of intuitive apprehension. But equally penetrating and valuable is 

the insight of Radhakrishnan when he points out, "it will not do to be merely logical. 

It is necessary to be ~easonable. We have to start with right premises if logic is to 

yield fruitful results. Intuition is as strong as life itself form whose soul it springs". 15 

Is intuitive insight of the highest value in human life? Does it amount to 

absolute knowledge?16 In what sense, if any, are such absolutist knowledge claim~ 

made ? The answer to these questions would of course depend on what we choose 

to value as the highest "and what our grounds for knowledge claim could be. Albert 

Einstein, we are told, maintained that 'imagination is more important than knowledge' 

and 'believed in intuition and inspiration', while the philosopher-psychologist William 

James considered the analytical thinking of science and philosophy superior in some 
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13 G.CNAYAK 

ways to art and literature; nonetheless , he, too, was convinced that the process 

of both had commonalities. Indeed, the capability of making associations 'between 

different things was for James the essential characteristic of artistic and scientific 

genius. J7 In any case, it would be unreasonable if intuitive apprehension, whatever 

may be its worth, is ruled out of court simply because intuitions that may be 

designated as higher, concerned as they are with what Radhakrishnan call 'the 

deepest things of life,'!" or that are of the 'right' types are not available to the 

majority of people and are somewhat unusual. It will amount to throwing the baby 

away along with the bath water. And Radhakrishnan's plea for reasonableness 

in this regard is not only unique in its insight but its significance also is independent 

of any absolutist claim that is made on behalf of intuition. In this connection, it is 

worth mentioning that, for Radhakrishnan, intuition "is not confused irrationalism 

or irresponsible mysticism". 19 This not only speaks ofRadhakrishnan's conceptual 

clarity but also of his penetrating as well as original in,sight into philosophical 

problems . The obvious message was that it is not reasonable to ignore intuitive 

apprehension altogether which can give us a glimpse into, rather the knowledge 

of, the higher form of life, the life of the spirit in and through as well as above 

matter. The Vedic seer, it seems, was referring to some such higher form of life 

amenable to the vision of the wise through intuition when he was speaking of 

, Vi sn 0 h parama pada' (the highest sphere of Vis n u ). 20.. . .. 

Lecture delivered in the symposium on'S. Radhakrishnan's Contribution to Indian Culture' 

held at Indian Institute of Advanced Study, Shimlaon 5.9.2002. 

Notes and References 
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2. Jayanta Bha!!a, Nydya Manjari, "Kuto vanutana~ vastu . 

vayamutpreksitum k sama h, vaco vinyasavaicitryamatramatra vicaryatam 
3. A.R. Lacey, A Dictionary "ojPhilosdphy (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1976):p. 
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INTRODUCING NORMATIVE MARXISM 

HAROON RASHID 

Marxism, from its very emergence, raises enormous controversies which 

results to different trends like Classical Marxism, Western Marxism, Neo-Marxism, 

Analytical Marxism, Normative Marxism etc. This paper is an attempt to introduce

Normative Marxism as the most recent trend in Marxist thought. I have attempted 

to show that Normative Marxism is formulated by Jon Elster, one of the leading 

figures of Analytical Marxism. 1 In his Making Sense ofMarx] Elster analyses 

the issue of whether and in what sense it is still possible to be a Marxist. Be 

introduces a new style in Marxist studies by propounding the view that Marx's 

ideas can only make sense if it is understood from a normative perspective, i.e., 

one can be a Marxist today from a normative perspective. 

Elster's Making Sense ofMarx is a comprehensive work on Normative 

Marxism. In this work he claims that Marx's condemnation of capitaism in terms 

of exploitation and alienation (two main flaws of capitalism) as well as his 

conception of communism entertain the normative principles of justice and good 

life. Although it is not possible today, morally or intellectually, to be a Marxist in 

the traditional sense, Elster believes that it is still possible to be a Marxist in a rather 

different sense of the term. In his words: 

I find that mostof the viewsthat I hold to be true and important, I can trace 

back to Marx. This includesmethodology, substantive theories, and above 

all values. The critique ofexploitation andalienation remains central. Abetter 

society wouldbe onethat allowed all humanbeings to do what onlyhuman 

beingscan do - to create,to invent,to imagineotherworlds.' 

This is the conclusion of Elster's Making Sense ofMarx. It suggests that Marx's 

theories of ex1oitationand alienation are still living in the sense that exploitation is 

unjust and alienation prevents the worker from perceiving the injustice of 

exploitation." Since exploitation is wrong, it is condemnable andit ought to be 
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abolished. Since alienation is the lack of self-realization and turns human beings 

into inhuman conditions, it is condemnable and it ought to be overcome. Thus, 
exploitation and alienation can provide us with normative grounds to make good 

life and good society. This is the central view Elster holds in his Making Sense 

of Marx. 

Elster's position as a normative Marxist becomes clear when he deals with 

the question - whether and in what sense one can be a Marxist today. Regarding 

this question he has a well-rehearsed answer where he claims to be a Marxist in 

different sense : 

If, by a Marxist, you mean someone who holds all the beliefs that Marx 

himselfthoughtwerehis mostimportantideas, includingscientific socialism, 

the labour theory of value, the- theory of the falling rate of profit, the unity 

of theory and practice in revolutionary struggle, and the utopian vision of 

a transparent communist society unconstrained by scarcity, then I am 

certainly not a Marxist. But if, by a Marxist, you mean someone who can 

trace the ancestry of his most important beliefs back to Marx, then I am 

indeeda Marxist. For me this includes, notably, the dialectical method, and 

the theoryof alienation, exploitation, and classstruggle, in a suitablyrevised 

and generalized form.' 

This passage suggests that Elster rejects the traditional Marxist view which claims 

a scientific basis (of society) and instead provides Marxism with a normative 

foundation. Thus he claims to be a Marxist in this normative sense. As he declares 

'the identity and survival of Marxism is linked, however, to its normative 

foundation' .6 

Elster's view is supported by Peffer. According to Peffer, although Marx 

never develops the philosophical basis for a full-fledged moral theory; he exhibits 

a moral perspective throughout his writings. He develops this view from the 

historical approach. The development of Marx's moral views is traced from his 

earlier (1841-1847) to mature works (1847-1883). Peffer tries to discover Marx's 

implicit moral views and traces their development: 

...although Marx doesnot have 3 fully developed philosophical theory about 

morality, he does have a normative moral perspective, in which there is a 
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fundamental continuity, at leastfromthe formation of his originalsystematic 

views in 1844 throughout his later works. This moral perspective is based 

on three primary moral values: freedom (as self-determination), human 

community, and self-realization, as well as on some sort of principle 

demanding an egalitariandistributionof these goods- or at lea~i tilegood 

of freedom," 

Although Marx is not a moral philosopher and makes no attempt to construct 

a systematic moral theory, says Peffer, it is clear from the early stages of the 

development of his thought that he has moral views, and these are most 

fundamentally based on the concept of intrinsic human dignity or worth rather than 

on the satisfaction of human desires. He cites from Marx: 

The criticism of religion ends withthe doctrine that man is the supreme being 

for man. It ends, therefore, with the categoricalimperative to overthrowall 

those conditions in which man is an abased, enslaved, abandoned, 

contemptible being - conditionswhichcan hardlybe better describedthan 

in the exclamationof a Frenchman on the occasionof a proposed tax upon 

dogs: "Wretcheddogs! They want to treat you like men !"8 

These remarks, according to Peffer, suggest that Marx has normative moral views 

which appear throughout the rest of his works. 

According to Nielsen, Elster's work forces us to ask-whether and in waht 

sense, it is still possible to be a Marxist in the late twentieth century? In fact, this 

is the central question in Elster's Making Sense ofMarx in which he seeks to 

provide a normative foundation. But, Nielsen asks, is there anything left of the 

canonical core of Marxism in Elster's reading. How much, if anything, is left of 

the canonical core? Can an economic theorist accept the labour theory of value 

as a central element in the science of economics? Can a philosopher who knows 

anything at all say that the only proper logic is dialectical? Is historical materialism 

the correct theory of epochal social changes? Is there a proletariat who can achieve 

self-emancipation and usher in a classless society through class struggle? Is 

socialist revolution a live option in the advanced capitalist countries ? If not, can 

socialism be exported over time from the Third World periphery to the industrial 

center?" 
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Nielsen is right in saying that Elster looks hard at these questions and 

answers them ina way that undermine Marxist orthodoxy. He argues thatnothing 

is left out from the canonical core of Marxism, what is left is Marx's critique of 

exploitationand alienationand a moral vision ofa better society - where all human 

beings can create, invent and imagine other worlds. 

According to Wood,IO it is still possible to be a Marxist in the late twentieth 

century, but not in the normative sense for which Elster' is arguing. He supports 

Classical Marxist position by saying that "capatalist oppression is just as real as 

today as it was a century ago; but its forms have changed, as have the social 

sciences whose task it is to understand them."11 

Wood says that Elster's Making sense of Marx IS a forthright and 

formidable attempt to address questions like - Is it still possible to be a Marxist 

in the late twentieth century ? How far is the thought of Karl Marx still relevant 

either to interpreting the world or to changing it ? But, he argues, Elster's book 

attempts nothing but to decide in what sense it is still possible to be a Marxist,which 

of Marx's views must be given up and which should be retained. Wood claims 

that "Elster's reading of Marx is extremely well-informed, but it is refreshingly 

irrelevant: indeed, I think its commonest fault is that it is occasionally 

unsympathetic to Marx, to the point of distorting his views in the way that 

professionally anti-Marxist writers have customarily done.?" 

Elster finds a normative theory of communism (a society which over

comes exploitation and alienation) in Marx's thought . He says that although 

there is no full theory about communist justice, it is understandable or plausible 

what is unjust about capitalism. Capitalism is unjust because it rests on exploita

tion. Since some individuals lack access to means of production, they are forced 

to sell their labour power to capital owners. But, argues Elster, exploitation in this 

sense is not a fundamental moral concept, it can only serve as a guide to moral 

assessment. In contemporary capitalist societies workers and employees are 

unjustly and unnecessarily exploited by owners and top managers. 

The concept of justice has become an interesting as well as burning issue 

in the Marxist tradition during the last decade.It raises the controversy of whether 

Marx himself condemns capitalism as unjust. More specifically, whether Marx 

condemns capitalism in the light of any principle of justice, i.e. whether there is 
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some such normative dimension in Marx's thought. Whatever may be the 

controversy, the common point of agreement is that Marx condemns capitalist 

exploitation. As Noonan Geras says: "All parties to this dispute agree that he did, 

agree in other words that there is some such normative dimension to his thought , 

and frankly, I do not think the denial of it worthtaking seriouslyany longer."13 

The theoretical background of this controversy is the general linesof Marx's 

account of capitalist exploitation. There are two places of it in the wage relation. 

The first is seen in the circulation, where there is an exchange of equivalent 

values. The second is observed in the sphere of production, where the workers 

will have to work longer than the time which is necessary to reproduce the value 

of the wage they have received. 

According to Geras, there is nothing inherently reformist or idealist in the 

critique of capitalism by appeal to ethical norms or ideals like justice. Moral 

criticismand argumentare in no way incompatible with the materialistanalysis of 

the real historical tendencies towards revolution. In conjunction with this analysis 

and with the actual movement and the strugglesof the workersagainst capitalism, 

a normative critique is perfectly in place and the denial of this is just a form of 

economism. Geras shares Elster's view in maintaining that Marx's theory of 

ideology is perfectly encompassing every sort of normative concept. In his view, 

when Marx condemns capitalism for its unfreedom, oppression and coercion, he 

in essence condemns it for its injustice. Marx identifies principles of justice that 

are internalto and functional for the capitalist modeof production . 

Marx, as we know, is not a moral philosopher. He is quite impatient and 

dismissive of avert theoretical reflection about normative questions, He is hosti'te 
. . 

(not neutral), towards the explicit elaboration of socialist ethical' theory, At the 

same time, he makes moral judgements . Nonnative view points lie upon his 

writings in an unsystematic form. In Marx's attitude towards normative questions 

there remains a problem of inconsistency or patadox. Disowning any attachment 

to ideals or values, he is nevertheless quite free in making critical normative 

judgements. Marx disowns and derides the ideals of justice and rights. On..the 

other hand, he invokes and affirms the ideals of freedom, self-realization, and 

community. But the ideals of freedom or of self-actualization (as opposed to the 

ideals of justice) are no ideals to realize, just the immanent movement. 
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Marx's impatience with the language of norms and values is said to be 

global in range. Despite, Geras says, he plainly condemns capitalism - for its 

oppressions and also for its injustices. Marx's own ethical commitments retains 

the values of freedom, self-development, human well-being and happiness, i.e., 

the ideal of a just society in which these things are decently distributed. The 

largest paradox is that Marx 'displayed a greater commitment to the creation of a 

just society than many more overtly interested in analysis of what justice is.' 14 

Elster believes that it is still possible to be a Marxist today by accepting 

Marxist normative elements. Among Marxist normative elements, justice does not 

hold first place. But it is apparently important, he holds, to claim that Marx 

condemns both exploitation and alienation as injustices to the workers. However, 

wood argues, unfortunately for Elster there is no text in which Marx does this. He 

finds quite a few in which Marx criticizes those who condemn capitalism as 

unjust, and bluntly asserts that capitalism is not unjust at all. Wood contends that 

there is no question that Marx attributes to the workers the view that the exploitation 

of labour by capital is unjust. The question is whether Marx agrees with this 

opinion. Elster answers this question affirmatively in a tone of confidence, i.e., 

Marx believes capitalism to be unjust. 

In "Reply to Comments" on his Making Sense of Marx, Elster persists 

that he has a strong feeling that the Marxist wood remains even when every 

single tree has been chopped down." In his view, Marx's contribution should be 

seen in a broader perspective. Marx's normative views are sufficiently important 

to justify the effort . In the real world workers are by and large exploited by 

capitalists, and this is unjust. 

Marxist conception of human nature, according to Elster, contains normative 

commitments . Marx derives the conception of good life from the analysis of 

human nature, which belongs to the Aristotlean tradition of moral philosophy. In 

Marx's view, good life for man would be realized in communism, in which 'creation' 

and 'community' are two key words. That is,the essence of man is to create for 

the sake of others, to externalize one's creative powers in the service of humanity. 

In Elster's view, Marx never waveres in his commitment to the ideal of communism 

and his firm belief that it would inevitably come about. Marx's theory of human 

nature rests on the assumption that what is desirable is also possible and his 
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philosophy of history on the idea that what is desirable and possible is inevitable. 

Marx's idea of good life suggests a theory of the good society in which 

man should everywhere see himself in a world of his own creation. It presupposes 

that society is organised rationally so that the various activities of men do not 

interfere with each other and with nature in destructive way. Marx's commitment 

for such a society, in Elster's sense, is normative. 

Elster tries to reconstruct Marx's view of good life through a normative 

assessment of needs and capacities. For Marx, human nature can be described 

and evaluated in terms of needs and capacities . The development of humanity 

takes place by an interaction between needs and capacities. Elster observes that 

the concept of human needs is fundamental in Marx's theory of human nature. In 

Marx's view, good society is one in which people are rich in needs and in the 

satisfaction of needs. Communism, in that sense, is a good society. Capitalism 

cannot be a good society because here people have few needs and because their 

needs are not satisfied. 

Elster's view of Marx's normative commitments is supplemented by Little." 

According to Little, Marx's statements about morality suggests deep-running 

normative commitments in his thought. Marx's condemnation of capitalism seems 

to require some form of rational justification. That is, Marx's system needs 

rational justification in moral judgment. Thus Little argues for a conception of 

moral judgment in Marx's system." Since Marx does not have a normative 

theory, his condemnation of capitalism and his assessment of human nature need 

a theory of rational moral judgment. This is sufficient to provide a framework for 

Marx's normative commitments. 

Marx's system, argues Little, embodies moral judgements from beginning to 

end in the form of a critique of capitalism. These moral judgements are supported 

by his theory of human nature . In consequence Marx is committed to the 

possibility of objectivity in moral judgements. His normative view is more clearly 

contained in his early writings, in the theory of alienation and species-being. He 

works out a strong conception of man's nature arid his place within society, and a 

simple conception of communism. This theory of human nature constitutes the 

basis of his critique of capitalism. These normative ideas, Little argues, underlie 

his scientific writings as well. Capital may be understood (in part at least) as 
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Marx's effort to provide the empirical theory of society which supports this 

nonnative vision. Little is right in arguing that Marx's theory ofhuman nature and 
his critique of capitalism contain normative ideas. But I do not think that these 

normative ideas underlie Marx's scientific writings. Whatever normative ideas are 

contained in Marx's writings can be understood in the light of his scientific vision 

of society. 

Marx's nonnative ideas derive from his philosophy of man, or his theory of 

man's fundamental good. Man's good is realized when he is in a position to 

develop fully and freely through creative activity. Marx argues that full human 

development can only occur within appropriate social relations. By human 

development he means free creative development of each and every individual in 

concrete social relations. Marx defines man as a social relations, as a species 

being (creative being), and holds that his fundamental good is contained in his 

species-being. Man is a species-being not only because he practically and 

theoretically makes the species, but also because he looks upon himself'as an 

active living being, as a universal and free being. Marx finds this species-being in 

man's productive activity, in his material production. 

According to Little, Marx provide normative evalution of social institutions. 

Human beings have a nature which they ought to realize, and the social institutions 

which subvert this human nature are bad institutions. Human beings should be 

able to regard themselves as free. Marx's conception of man's good therefore 

leads to a theory ofgood society in which man is enabled to realize his fundamental 

good. Communismis a good society in which freedom and full human development 

are the fundamental values. Both Marx's critique of capitalism and his positive 

conception ofcommunism rest upon these values. Capitalism is condemned because 

it rests upon the destruction of human freedom, at least for the great majority of 

humanity. Communism is desirable because it provides the cooperative social 

relationships within which genuine freedom is possible. These views constitute a 
developed theory of human nature, which represents a moral basis of social 

criticism. Marx plainly regards these judgements as meaningful and rationally' 

defensible. From this it follows that he needs a moral epistemology which allows 

for rational argument concerning normative issues. 
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It is not controversial that Marx's early writings have value commitments. 

But his later writings raise controversy among some authors. For example, 

Althusser" argues that Marx's later thought detaches itself from his early value 

commitments and is purely descriptive and scientific. However, Little argues that 

this interpretation is mistaken; normative critique is inseparable from the analytical 

theory contained in Capital : 

It is reasonable to interprete Capital as Marx'seffort to provide andempirical 

explanation ofthealienating c~r of capitalism, and thereby tovindicate 

the philosophical theory of alienation. 19 

This view suggests that Capital possess both analytical and normative 

characteristics. Throughout Capital Marx stresses the dominating character of 

capitalist relations. In his view, capitalism is inconsistent with genuine human 

freedom, because it necessarily represents the domination of one class by another. 

Freedom and full human development remain the fundamental values in Marx's 

thought, i.e., he is committed to the value of human freedom and self-realization. 

This commitment has to do With the conditions of good life. The conception of 

good life for man, Little argues, implies a moral theory in Marx. In this regard he 

supports Elster's view. Like Elster, he claims that Marx's criticism of capitalism 

are moral. Capitalism is condemnablebecause it blocks individuals from actualizing 

their human nature, because it stunts and dwarfs their development. 

This view is also shared by Peffer. According to him, Marx's concept of 

alienation is evaluative in nature. It becomes clear when Marx considers alienation 

as a defect of capitalism. He describes the moral content of the various forms of 

alienation in the Manuscripts. The moral grounds upon which he condemns these 

forms of alienation can be reduced to three primary moral principles. These 

principles are freedom, human community, and self realization," On Marx's view, 

one is alienated when one's essential human capacities are blocked or thwarted. 

Capitalism (the system ofprivate property and profit), accordingly, alienates human 

beings because it thwarts the fulfillment of essential human capacities (or 

potentialities) like health and happiness. This view represents an evaluative 

character. It proposes that it is good for human individuals to be whole and to 
flourish. Consequently, it is good for human beings to be allowed to develop what 
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Marx alternately calls "social", "communal", "universal", or "species" 

consciousness and to indulge in free, creative activity. In other words, it is good 

that people would be allowed to realize their essential human capacities. 

Although Marx's theory of alienation and the associated values of freedom, 

human community, and self-realization make up his entire moral theory, it does not 

provide an adequate moral theory. Nevertheless, communism is to be preferred to 

capitalism precisely because it allows for the realization of essential human 

capacities, whereas capitalism does not. Peffer argues that Marx and Marxists 

need theories of social justice insofar as they are concerned to claim that 

communism is morally preferable to capitalism. Justice demands that we attempt 

to advance the interests of the proletariat and other oppressed classes. However, 

Peffer does not claim to provide a comprehensive moral theory in Marx. He 

offers only the outlines of an adequate Marxist moral and social theory, whose 

moral component is a theory of social justice, not a full-fledged theory of morality. 

Although the theory of social justice seeks to justify the concept of justice (as a 

kind of virtue), it does not mean that such a theory is a complete moral theory. 

This theory is important in treating basic social institutions, in explaining the nature 

of social inequalities and capitalist exploitation. Such a theory is important in the 

normative sense. That is, there requires a social revolution which demands that all 

forms of inequalities and exploitation be eliminated. It is normative in the sense 

that all forms of inequalities and exploitation can be eliminated by changing social 

institutions. 

Marx seeks to justify proletarian revolution as a means to communism, a 

society free from inequalities and exploitation. Not only he justifies the rationality 

of revolution but also claims for the inevitability or revolution. In Elster's view, an 

attempt to achieve the goal by means of a violent proletarian revolution will be 

self-defeating. The revolutionary bid for power can succeed only under conditions 

of backwardness that will also prevent the flowering of the productive forces that 

Marx poses as a condition for communism. Elster analyses Marx's thought from 

the normative perspective which emphasizes on the flowering of the productive 

forces (self-realization through creative work) rather than on proletarian revolution. 

According to Elster, Marx never produces a theory of revolution. Marx's 

charges against capitalism allow the idea of revolutionary motivation among the 
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workers, that can provide the requisite will to change. First, Marx's treatment of 

alienation works as a motivation for revolution. His vision of communism represents 

a way of life totally different from capitalism. The way of life as active creation 

over one-sided passive consumption provides the workers with revolutionary 

motivation. Secondly, Elster considers the motivational force of justice. Whether 

or not Marx offers a theory of justice, he may have believed that it can provide a 

lever fur action. Though the textual evidence is ambiguous, some of it strongly 

supports the idea that the recognition of a state as unjust provides the knell to its 

doom. The political, social and economical history of the last few centuries makes 

good sense when understood in this perspective. Justice could provide not only a 

motivation for the workers, but also the fact of demoralization among the rulers. 

Elster's idea of revolutionary motivation is shared by Peffer. According to Peffer, 

Marx holds the normative position that proletarians should support the movement 

to overthrow capitalism and establish communism. However, this view is 

controversial. It is controversial as to whether normative position make sense of 

Marx's own idea of revolution. Marx himself claims that his idea of revolution is 

scientific, not normative. For him, social revolution is inevitable because of the 

very system of capitalism. Capitalism itself creates the conditions of revolution by 

creating a conscious revolutionary proletariat class. It is therefore, controversial 

as to whether proletarians are morally motivated to engage in revolutionary action 

to overthrow capitalism, or whether the crisis of capitalism naturally leads to a 

revolutionary situation. 
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LIBERALISM : TOWARDS UNDERSTANDING
 

THE VALUE OF FREEDOM
 

SATRUGHNA BEHERA 

Liberalism begins from the idea that all human beings are by nature free 

and equal. The liberal tradition proclaims that human beings are free in the 

primary sense that no man or law can legitimately govern them unless they 

choose to be governed. And human beings are equal in the sense that, as beings 

endowed with the power to reason, they share this fundamental freedom or in the 

language of a very important strand in the liberal tradition right to choose the , 
authority under which they will live. At first, the liberal tradition understands 

freedom in political terms as to be legitimate, government must be authorized or 

consented to or made by the governed. Later it requires that custom, tradition and 

religion must submit as well to reason's authority. Eventually, it acclaims that 
. , 
reason itself be seen as a matter of choice, a human invention that each individual 

should be free to choose to take or leave as he/she pleases. But the liberal 

premise of natural freedom and equality seems to generate a sort of self-devouring 

skepticism that consumes very claim to authority that comes before it, including 

ultimately its own. Thus liberalism's fundamental premise paves the way for the 

post-modem spirit, fatalistic vision of a world in which freedom is art illusion. For 

our very humanity is socially constructed, and in its utopian fantasy our humanity 

is socially constructed, and in its utopian fantasy our humanity is socially constructed 

we as human beings are free to remake and refine ourselves from the ground up. 

With these preliminary remarks, this paper is an attempt to highlight certain liberal 

ideas having ethical import and, importantly the notion of freedom in the thinking 

of three makers of modem liberalism : Hobbes, Kant and Mill. Hobbes stands at 

the beginning of the social contract strand in liberalism. Kant represents the 

culmination of the nationlist and idealist dimension . And Mill exemplifies the 

progressive and utilitarian side of liberalisl11. In each case, freedom as the thinker 

makes out it renders vulnerable the virtue on which freedom is understood to 

depend. 
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I 

Thomas Hobbes belongs to the liberal tradition because he grounds his 

science of politics on the profession that all men are by nature free and equal'. 

But what is the nature of this freedom'? What is the content of this equality? The 

freedom that Hobbes says belongs to a man by nature is in a sense infinite, but 

outside of the constraints of political life, this natural freedom is of a very limited 

utility. The content of our equality in Hobbe's science of politics is nothing to boast 

about either . 

By nature every human being has a right to all things according to Hobbes". 

Every human being has a right to all things because no outside authority or 

external good stands over us. No God issues authorative commands. No immutable 

and eternal principles of right and wrong govern our conduce. No qualities in man 

command unconditional respect. The primacy ofindividual right reflects the absence 

of a primary duty or obligation. Right comes first in Hobbes's system. Duty is at 

best derivative, and properly speaking is better understood as the interest one has 

in honoring the principles that secure peace and order for oneself and all others as 

well. 

By itself, in what Hobbes called the state of nature, one's primary right to 

all things does not get one very far, because in a world in which we each have 

right to all things, nothing we have by right is very secure. You can take from me 

with perfect right what I have previously picked or gathered or made. And I can 

do the same to you. The sense in which we are free coincides with the sense in 

which we are equal. We are equal in as much as we share the right to all things. 

We are also equal in the sense that we are more or less vulnerable to the vagaries 

of misfortune and the deliberate injuries inflicted by malice. Our essential situation 

is thrown into sharp relief in the state of nature, a condition outside of government, 

for there it becomes clear that the weakest has power enough to snuff out the life 

of the strongest. 

Under these circumstances, it is reasonable for everybody to give up some 

natural freedom to form a political society'. In exchange for the infinite, but 

inherently precarious freedom of the state of nature, one gets a more limited, but 

vastly more secure liberty under law. True to say that Hobbes endows the 

sovereign with enormous power to secure the peace. But it is of critical importance 
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that Hobbes justifies this enormous transfer of power in terms of individual 

freedom. According to Hobbes, subjects must obey even the laws they dislike 

because each subject has authorized all that the sovereign commands. In this way, 

Hobbes derives duty from right, and makes political society a crucial expression 

of human freedom. 

To see that Hobbes defines freedom and equality in terms that are entirely 

secular and non moral. On this point he is both emphatic and obscure, managing 

to leave little doubt about his actual position while giving ideologues of various 

stripes ample opportunity to make of Hobbes's thought what they wish. In fact, 

though, Hobbes says explicitly at the beginning of Leviathan and again at the end 

that the world is matter in motion and nothing more". Hobbes declares that good 

and evil are merely apparent names for appetites and aversions7• And he proclaims 

that there is no greatest good or utmost aim, no salvation, no perfection". Freedom 

and equality must be understood in non-moral terms because there is no room for 

morality in Hobbes's universe. 

These perfectly plain pronouncements may seem to be contradicted by 

what Hobbes says about the laws of nature. After all, are not the laws of nature 

"immutable and eternal" and hence morally obligatory everywhere and always '? 

Actually, no, at least not in the ordinary sense of moral and not in the ordinary 

sense of obligation. One of the reasons that the laws of nature are properly 

speaking neither moral nor obligatory is that though "immutable and eternal" they 

are properly speaking not really laws, as Hobbes explains : "These dictates of 

Reason, men use to call by the names of laws, but improperly : for they are but 

conclusions, or theoremes concerning what conduceth to the conservation and 

defence of themselves?". According to Hobbes the laws of nature are purely 

instrumental. They tell self-seeking creatures how to get along in political society, 

and that getting along in political society is better than going at it alone outside of 

political-society. But buffeted by competition, diffidence, and glory, self-seeking 

human beings often fail to conduct themselves in the manner that reason prescribes 

for the furtherance of their self-interest. For this reason, the laws of nature also 

denote the qualities of mind and character that enable individuals to control their 

passions, and act in accordance with the rules of prudence reason discovers for 

enabling self-interested individuals to live together. Hobbes calls these qualities of 
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mind and character, which include justice, equity, gratitude, modesty, and which 

can be summed in the principle do not do that to others what you would not have 

others do to you, moral virtues'P.They are rightly called virtues in as much as they 

require cultivation and their exercise serves a particular function, namely securing 

peace. 

The Aristotelian tradition, against which Hobbes was rebelling, had room 

for the understanding of virtue in instrumental terms, or as ordered toward lower 

ends despite Hobbes's view to the contrary". But in the Aristotelian tradition, 

virtue in the full sense is an excellence of the soul that was in itself a reason for 

action. For Aristotle, the highest virtues, the virtues of the human soul, were their 

own reward. For Aquinas, virtue was bound up with duty. For Hobbes it is 

neither. It is a technique of self-preservation. It is not inherently attractive . It is 

not the perfection of our nature. It is only claim on us is that it serves our interests 

by rendering more secure the conditions which make our freedom useful. Virtue 

so understood is vulnerable because the passions , which speak with immediacy 

and great persuasiveness, constantly proclaim that justice, equity, gratitude, and 

other moral virtues conflict with our interests and arbitrarily limit our freedom. 

II 

In the Groundwork of the Metaphysic of Morals", Immanuel Kant 

argues that morality should be understood in terms of reason and freedom. We 

are capable of freedom because of our reason. Reason is also the source of our 

dignity. We escape enslavement to the laws of cause and effect to which we are 

subject because we are embodied creatures, by grasping the claims upon us of 

the moral law and acting out of respect for it. Kant understands freedom in terms 

of autonomy or giving to oneself the moral law". Everything in nature obeys laws 

including human beings. But human beings are capable of becoming law makers, 

of acting in accordance with a law we give to ourselves. The law giving that 

makes men and women free, according to Kant, is confined to th~ moral sphere. 

The moral law is universal, objective, and necessary. We each achieve freedom in 

the same manner, by giving to ourselves, or recognizing and respecting the authority 

over us of, the moral law. 

Just as submitting to the coercive laws in Hobbes's theory requires virtue, 
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so, too, virtue is required, according to Kant, to act out of respect for the moral 

law. Virtue is necessary because dependence on authority is easier than depending 

on one's own reason, as Kant argues in "What is Enlightenment?" : . 

"Enlightenment is man s emergence from his self-incurred immaturity. " 

Immaturity is the inability to use one's own understanding without the guidance of 

another. This immaturity is self-incurred if its cause is not lack of understanding;'·'/ 

but lack of resolution and courage to use it without the guidance of another. The 

motto of elightenment is therefore: Sapere Aude ! Have courage to use your 

own understanding ! 

Laziness and cowardice are the reasons why such a large proportion of 

men, even when nature has long emancipated them from alien guidance 

inaturaliter maiorennes), nevertheless gladly remain immature for life. For the 

same reasons, it is all too easy for others to set themselves up as their guardians. 

It is so covenient to be immature ! If I have a book to have understanding in place 

of me, and so on, I need not make any efforts at all. I need not think, so long as I 

can pay : others will soon enough take the tiresome job over for J!le. The 

guardians who have kindly taken upon themselves the work of supervision will 

soon see to it that by far the largest part of mankind (including the entire fair sex) 

should consider the step forward to maturity not only as difficult but also as highly 

dangerous. Having first infatuated their domesticated animals, and carefully 

prevented the docile creatures from daring to take a single step without the 

leading-strings to which they are tied, they next show them the danger which 

threatens them if they try to-walk eventually after a few falls. But an example of 

this kind is intimidating, and usually frightens them off from further attempts?". 

It is explicit from the above passage that Kant is right in suggesting courage 

and resolution are virtues central to that exercise of reason which frees one from 

dependence on teachers, parents; and government authority. But the courageous 

and resolute pursuit ofenlightenmentalso poses a threat to freedom. First, although 

teachers, parents, experts and government retain legitimate and perhaps 

indispensable claims to guide us, Kant's conception of autonomous reason breeds 

a disrespect for all authority as authority. Second, reason itself represents a kind 

of authority. As such, it is obligated to tum its bright light on its own claims to 

govern.The courage and resoluteness that enable the enlightened Kantian individual 
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to question all authorities also impels him to question the authority ofreason. He is 

no longer cowardly but insolent, no longer lazy but heedless, and his emergence 
from self-incurred immaturity encourages him to wonder whether obedience to 

universal, objective, and necessary laws is really freedom after all or rather a new 

form of enslavement, a new kind of immaturity, a new kind of superstition. Thus 

does the Kantian search for enlightenment, unrestrained by the virtue of practical 

wisdom, or the spirit of delicacy and judgement, threaten to tum moral freedom 

into willfulness and anarchy? This question, in fact, invites further discussion on 

the concept of freedom within the present conditions ofhuman dignity and existence. 

III 

In his greatest work On Liberty", John Stuart Mill thinks less systematically 

about freedom than Hobbes and Kant. Yet On Liberty does advance a dominant 

understanding of freedom. It is the understanding of freedom as self-development. 

Preceding the text of On Liberty in Sphere and Duties of Government Wilhelm 

Von Humboldt says that "the grand, leading principle, towards which every 

argument unfolded in these pages directly coverages, is Ute absolute and essential 

importance of human development in its richest diversity". Two features of the 

modem world, according to Mill, threaten to squelch self-development. The first, 

as old as democracy, is tyranny of the majority through government. The second 

is a tyranny of the majority through society. 

To overcome both kinds of tyranny it is necessary, Mill effectively asserts, 

to regard : "One very simple principle '" that the sole and for which mankind are 

warranted, individually or collectively, in interfering with the liberty of action of 

any of the number, is self-protection. That the only purpose for which power can 

be rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized community, against his will, 

is to prevent harm to others. His own good, either physic or moral, is not a 

sufficient warrant ...over himself, over his own body and mind, the individual is 

sovereign'?". The vexing political problem becomes how to organise a nation of 

individuals, all of whom are encouraged by the public philosophy of the day to 

regard themselves, in a vital sense, as sovereign. It is a moral problem as well. 

Mill believes that the "permanent interests of man as a progressive being'"? 

requires the cultivation of virtues : self-control, critical rationality, imagination, 
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empathy and courage. He also envisages a range of institutional supports for the 

virtues on which freedom understood a self-development depends. These includes 

energetic parental involvement in children's education, likely associationallife, and 

to the extent possible in modem democracies, active political engagement". But 

more is needed to combat the forces of conformism unleashed in modern.: 

democracies. It would be necessary for example, to find ways to encourage 

ecentric genius and new experiments in living. Mill's models as of Socrates, Jesus 

and the emperor Marcus Aurelius are at the same time models of human 

excellenceI9. What Mill does not court upon is that ecentricity is a neutral and 

formal concept, that the encouragement of new experiments in living is more 

likely than not to undermine respect for those habits, customs, sentitments, and 

institutions that are the preconditions for success in new experiments in living. In 

other words, what Mill does not take account of in On Liberty is the extent to 

which the permanent interests of man as a progressive being, including the interest 

of the individual in self-development, are also menaced by the exaltation of self

development at the expense of discipline and duty. 

\ IV 
\ Contemporary commentators and critics are by no means immune to the 

tendency within liberalism to enlarge the scope of liberal principles in a way that 

endangers them. For example, Michael Sandel argues that the liberal public 

philosophy of the day is responsible both for "the fear that, individually and 

collectively, we are losing control of the forces that govern our lives ...(and) the 

sense that, from family to neighbourhood to nation, the moral fabric of community 

is unraveling around US"20. Liberalism has much to answer for, since "these two 

fears - for the loss of self-government and the erosion of community - together 

define the anxiety of the age'?'. 

Sandel virtuously belongs to the group of the radicalizers of liberalism. As a 

replacement for liberalism Sandel contemplates a new politics that secures a 

"higher pluralism"and which is organised to respect the lives of "multiply

encumbered selves" who are "storytelling beings'?". Yet what is this "higher 

pluralism of persons and communities who appreciate and affirm the distinctive 

goods their different lives expressr?" Is it not a summons to radicalize liberal 
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neutrality? After all, liberal neutrality is the requirement ofequal respect regardless 

of our differences. But Sandel's "higher pluralism" demands that we esteem each 
other precisely for our specific beliefs and practices. Whereas liberal toleration 

requires that we tolerate many beliefs and practices that we dislike, Sandel's 

"higher pluralism"asks us to esteem, absent the guidance of principle, most every 

belief and practice. However, in refusing to make distinctions, in requiring citizens 

to affirm distinctive goods without distinctions, this "higher pluralism" issues in the 

very relativism that Sandel accuses liberalism of secretly sanctioning. 

And what are these 'multiply-encumbered selves" who learn to appreciate 

"the sometimes overlapping, sometimes conflicting obligations that claim us, and to 

live with the tension to which multiple loyalties give rise", if not selves that can 

step back from evaluate, and, through the stories they construct, rank and recognize 

their ends and duties as they choose". As such are they not more like the 

unencumbered self, the naturally fre~ individual that Sandel finds an inadequate 

basis for justice, than the encumbered selves whose duties are given and not 

freely chosen and whom he purpots to wish to save from liberalism's non-neutral 

neutrality? Sandel's republican alternative to liberalism appears to culminate in a 

dubious and disguised radicalization ofthe liberal autonomy he seeks to overcome. 

To conclude, liberalism as a philosophy of freedom depends for its vitality 

on the capacity of individuals to think for themselves and to draw on moral and 

intellectual resources from other traditions. If it is to win the battle against its 

illiberal tendencies, contemporary liberalism must cease to flatter itself and demonise 

its opponents. It must put aside its self-righteous certainty of its own virtue and 

come to grips with its characteristic vices. It must learn again a lesson it once 

taught clearly, that discipline, tradition and self-restraint are not anti-theses but 

preconditions of freedom. It may discover that freedom cannot be fully separated 

from duty, and that a purely mercenary virtue cannot attain even the intermediate 

and lessor ends it seeks. The reasonable hope is that better knowledge of liberalism's 

limits will render freedom under contemporary liberalism's rule more secure. 
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VARNA AND JATI :A REVIEW
 

BIJAYANANDA KAR
 

It goes without saying that ua r n a vyavastha is found to have been inbuilt 
• 

in the Hindu framework since time immemorial . It has the established scriptural 

authority. The classification of man into four uar n as , i.e. Brdbma na , . .. 
K satriya, vais 'yas and Siidra is traced in the Vedas. It is stated that the

• 
Brahmana are created out of mouth, the Ksatriyas from hand, the vais'yas. . 
from thigh and the S'iidras are from foot of Brahman 

( R g V ed a,. Puru sa . siikta 12). There is also well known reference about 

the four varz:t as in the Bhagavad - Gita (iv- 13). In addition to these references, 

there are number of instances found in the epics, Sm ~ tis, Pura ~ as and Nihandhas 

which speak about uar ~ a - vyavastha . 

Both the admirers and the critics of Hinduism have taken note of such 

references and have utilised those for their own purpose of either justifying the 

catur - uar ~ a - vyavastha (the four-fold order) on the basis of scriptural author

ity or criticising the same on the ground of giving rise to unwarranted. social 

discord which is held to be irrational and immoral too. According to this point of 

view, if some. traditionally sanctioned order or custom is socially found to be 

dangerous in the sense of boosting up hostility and tension among men at large, 

then obviously such viavasthfi has to be given up, to whatever extent it might 

otherwise be respected as holy and sacred. The advocates' rejoinder that 

uar ~ a - vya vasthti has been introduced not by men of the past, but by Lord 

Himself (maya s~::a) does not at all become rationally convincing. And, conse

quently, Hinduism is subjected to severe criticism both by the other religionists 

and also by the neutralists towards any religion whatsoever. 

In certain quarters, it is advanced that uar n a - vyavastha is the original 

formulation out of which the subsequent derivation is jati - v.yfivasthti . It is held 

that fitiis related with the birth of the individual in a particular caste. Since the 
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four uar n as are viewedas different on qualitative ground, i.e. Brdbman a is the 

highest and S'lidra is the lowest in grade, caste-rigidity which is seen in the Hindu 

framework since centuries past is the natural outcome of the original. four-fold 

order. By convention, S'tidras are treated with humiliation conspicuously. They 

are prohibited from reading ofthe Vedas and the Giti. Even in Ramiiyana, it is 

noticed that Riima had to order the death-punishment to S'ambhuka because of 

his secretly learning the Vedas . As a matter of fact, at certain stage at least, the 

women were also prohibited from reading the Vedas. Though Upanayana (wear

ing of the sacred thread) is permissible to K satriyas and Va is'yas , in addition to 

the Brabma '!as, S 'Iidras are debarred from it. As per Yajur Veda, Upanayana 

is made at the ages of 8/12, 10/16 and 14/24 for Brahma '!as, K: atriyas and 

Vais'yas respectively. 

All these references reveal that there is the presence of discrimination 

between different castes and particularly it is most conspicuous so far as S'ii dras 

are concerned. Thus the very description S'lidras as dalits or down-troddens does 

not seem to be unfounded as far as the social practice (that is mostly prvailed) is 

taken into consideration. This point has led the critics to assert that Hinduism, in 

its essential nature, lacks social justice. And, also it cannot be defended either as 

exhibiting the higher and refined sense of religious consciousness or as advocating 

a noble ethical sense at the social level. It seems to be lacking morality both at 

individual and also at the social level. Jatior ua rna vyavastha is, therefore, 
• 

regarded as most rigid, dogmatic and fanatic in its basic approach. 

Of course, this sort of critical remark never goes unresponded. The de

fenders have tried to overcome the criticism by offering different interpretation of 

uar n a vyavastha and carefully trying to delink. the concept of var'! a from jati . 
• 

To them, var'!a does not mean fiti. Var'!a stands for a broad classification of 

human being in terms of four-fold order on the basis of quality and action (gu J.l a and 

Karma). It is a classification based on person's ability, aptitude and efficiency 

which are exhibited in his various dealings with fellow-men and the socio-environ

mental surrounding in general. Thus uar n a has nothing to do with birth. It does
• 

not suggest that there is something intrinsic or innate in an individual by means of 

which he is born in a higher varna or in a lower varna to which he himself . .
cannot change or modify but has to compromise with that pre-determined situa-
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tion. He, of course, canbetter his lotby following the tracts of morality in speech, 

thought and action. And the effects of such noble thoughts and deeds would 

surely be concretised in future. At certain stage, it is found to have been con

ceded that a S'iidra by birth can be upgraded to the status of Dvija (literally it 

means twice-born, i.e. applicable to the other three var nas ). So, it is argued that 

the four-fold classification, found in the scriptures has nothing to do. with caste

distinction. Neither is it based on racial nor on religious discrimination. Instances 

from both s'ruti and sm~ti are cited in this regard as to how Afiimidha, 

Vis'viimitra , JabaIa etc. were accepted and revered as Brahmins, even if they 

were supposed to have been of Siidra origin. In the epics and also in the 

Pura ~ as, there are several cases about inter-caste marriages and family friend

ship. Again, it is argued in certain circle that varna vyavastha, as found in the 
• 

scriptures, need not necessarily imply that there are higher and lower classes. For 

the total welfare of human being each and every part is important and necessary. 

So also, in the social sector, each varga- or class is equally indispensable and, as 

such, 'no one is higher and no one is lower. The four-fold division of man in 

society need not be construed as having any dharmic or religious testimony in the 

sense .that any alteration of that division would cause sin. It is a broad-based 

classification introduced on the basis of certain rational norm and principle. The 

changing over from one class to other is not disallowed ; rather it is quite flexible. 

It is argued that in the Gita (11-31), Krsna's .suggestion to Arjuna that he was 

to fight because as K: atriya it was considered as his duty (dharma) to fight," is 

not to be taken as a serious argument. It is held that neither k ~ ~ ~ a was serious 

about the point nor Arjuna was moved by the suggestion. And, also it is found that 

some of the noted warriors in the battle-field of kuruk: etra were not K: atriya 

(e.g., Dro ~ a and Asvathama ), That is why, Arjuna was not convinced by that 

move advanced by k~~';la . And, so also, k~~~a was not insistent on this move 

later on. He clearly indicated that the ultimate court of appeal in any.crucial state 

- of-affair is to take resort to the relevant reason ("huddhau saran a m anviccha" 

11-49). Even the saying of k r s na ... "Abandon all dharmas and seek refuge in me . . 
alone" (sarva dharm'iin parityajya m'iimekam sarana m vraja, XVIII-66) has 

been viewed differently by the interpreters, keeping in tune with the rationalistic 

approach. There has been attempt to vindicate this important point by way of 
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hinting that symbolically "seek refuge in me alone" actually refers to take resort 

to rational conscience (buddhi viveka) (cf. pt. Nilakantha Das's commentary on 

Glta:)· 
But from the critic's point of view, it IS advanced that the Gila clearly 

leans upon absolute surrender to the almighty Lord out of sheer faith and rever

ence and thus there is no room for reason. An~, in that way, it is thought that the 

four - fold order of classification of man has been formulated by the theistic Lord 

K~~l}a Himself and, as such, it is inviolable. In the theistic framework, God's 

decision and course of action cannot be rationally discussed and debated. It thus 

remains purely unquestionable. Accordingly, uar ~ a - vyavasthli has a religious 

dimension or not, there is another important angle, i.e. its social significance. It is 

precisely in the social background, there is the advocay of four-fold classification 

of man. In that context, ,obviously, the issue is raised as to how far such classifica

tion is morally binding. Does the four-fold scheme become a booster or an 

obstacle for the smooth flow of social morality ? As already hinted, attempt has 

been made to delink var ~ a from fiiti . It is held that var I}a by itself does not 

encourage the caste rigidity. The classification in terms of uar '!a is based on 

some definitenorm and principle. But, concedingto the distinction between uar ~ a 

and fiitt, it can be noted that somehow or other valuational gradation between 

the upper and lower var'!a (i.e., ucca and nicca) persists and the Siidras are 

placed in the lower ebb so far as the S'astric references are taken into account. 

The very illustration that is cited about Vis'vamitra etc. reveals that generally the 

Siidras are looked down, but those rarely talented individuals are acknowledged 

to be great only after they are found to be exceptionally brilliant in their thought 

.and action. That means, their brilliance is not due to their being classified as 

S'Udra or anything else; but on account of their exhibiting their excellence on the 

basis of their individual ability and efficiency. Being born as S'iidra , one is in the 

lower category and is taken to be inferior to the dvijas. The' concession that he 

can go up by means of ably practising good conduct both in thought and action 

does not put S'iidra and other vargas on equal footing. It is because of this, some 

hold that the introduction of ftiti among men in society is largely due to that 

suggestion lying implicit in the uar n a - vyavasthli itself. The rigid convention of 
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caste-discrimination which is found to be deeply rooted in the Hindu social frame

work is argued to be grossly immoral and unreasonable . Hence, this customary 

tradition is not viewed as decorative but as polluting the Hindu view of life. 

Even if one concedes that the uar ~ a - vyavastha, as originally conceived 

in the Hindu 'dharmic sources, is for noble cause and is meant to safeguard the 

objective of social justice, it is painfully observed that at the subsequent stage 

there has been wide spread of caste-discrimination in different walks of life, 

resulting therein grave social injustice. At the practical front, there has been full 

assimilation between var"!a and fiiti to a considerable extent. Consequently the 

socio-moral foundation has been deeply affected. 

Dars'ana or Indian philosophy is set perennially to probe into the practical 

problems, faced in life-situation. It cannot remain opaque to the issues which 

threaten the very ideal of Hindu dharma that is to safeguard the well-being of all 

(sarve bhavantu sukhina h) irrespective of any artificial and unreasonable dis

tinction. As belonging to philosophic community, we have a role to play here and 

we cannot shirk our responsibility in this regard. 
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TOWARDS A SEARCH FOR HUMAN UNITY
 

BHASWATI BHATTACHARYA (CHAKRABORTI)
 

The problem of 'human unity' has been considered from different 

perspectives, religious, cultural and political. Religious leaders who are worried 

about the problem often think of a religious unity of mankind; sociologists being 

anxious over the problem of human unity talk of a cultural unity; politicians, when 

they feel tired of political whirlwind speak of a political unity of all human beings. 

If, however, we look back at the past, we find that the problem of human unity is 

not at all an altogether new problem and since from the Greek age till the modern 

period a number of European p~ilosophers have considered this problem from a 

philosophical standpoint. The present paper is a humble attempt to analyze the 

notion of human unity from the view-point of some of these thinkers. 

By 'human unity' is not meant obviously the physical unity, viz., the unity of 

existence of individuals belonging to different groups with different habits as well 

as different language and genes. It means the 'unity' of essence-the essence by 

which each individual is called a human being in spite of their innumerable 

differences. And the main point of concern is : how can this 'unity' be achieved ? 

For a man is not perfect by nature and each and every individual mind is full of 

many deficiencies. So by which process is it possible to unite all these individual 

minds thus to develop a 'group mind'? An analysis of the long history of Greco

Christian thought shows that this goal can be achieved through perfection since 

man is perfectible though he is not perfect by nature. According to the Greeks, 

individual perfection leads ultimately to social perfection and thus human unity can 

be made possible by a full exercise of rationality, a characteristic which distinguishes 

a human being from other animals. The rationality of a man becomes manifest in 

his speculative activity. So a man devoted to speculative activity most fully realizes 

the nature of man since 'the intellect more than anything else is the man'. And a 

man can live a speculative life only in so far as he can live like Gods. This type of 

perfection might be described as metaphysical perfection. And those who think 
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that an individual can achieve such sort of metaphysical perfection believe also 

that a perfect individual can have union with the one. It is to be noted that by 

'perfection' Aristotle and the early Stoics meant this sort of metaphysical perfection 

only. It has been emphasized by Aristotle that to perfect oneself is to achieve a 

specific end. And there must be.such an end for man as such which is called by 

him, 'Eudemonia' or happiness. This good can be attained only by an exercise of 

man's speculative activity. By 'speculative activity', however, Aristotle meant 

contemplationand not theorizing. Activity, according to him, does not imply actually 

doing anything; there is an activity of immobility also like that of thought. Now 

though in Aristotle we first find the idea of the perfectibility of human being yet 

he mentioned nothing about social perfection and human unity. It was in fact the 
early Stoics who started to think of a single society throughout the world and it 

were they who tried to show how individual perfection leads to social perfection. 

It is highly surprising to find out that Stoicism was in its early stage a doctrine 

which had revolutionaryimport, a movementtowards perfection in human individual. 

The early Stoics thought of themselves as members of a single society which is 

united by its conformity to reason. Zeno of Citium, the founder of Stoicism 

(336b.c. - 265 b.c.) himself wrote a Politiea (Republic) in which we find an 

emphasis on Universality. Zeno's 'Republic' was a 'world-state'which would 

govern all men without any distinction. It was supposed to be a completion of the 

ideal state which Alexander had failed to complete because of his untimely death. 

It revealed a world-wide state, whose citizens were not of any particular country 

but of the universe. It was patterned not after local traditions but after universal 

nature; it had no laws since there was no crime, no class system and no hatred; 

love was the master of this 'world-state'. Zeno's 'Republic' contained nothing 

corresponding to the Platonic classes; all its members had an equal responsibility 

of being fully rational. Merely in virtue of his perfect rationality, a stoic was a 

member of such an ideal state, a community of Sages as much as, for Plato, a 

philosopher governed his life by the law of the ideal republic. 

From 16th Century A.D., onwards, however, the outlook of the philosophers 

regarding the perfectibility of man had begun to change. From this period, we can 

observe two characteristics in their attitude. Firstly, emphasis has been given on 

moral perfection and not on metaphysical perfection; and secondly, it has been 
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held from 16th Century A.D that perfecting of the 'whole' of mankind-rather than 

the perfection ofthe individual ought to be the objective. Pietro Pomponazzi (l6~ 

Century A.D) in his book 'On the Immortality of the Soul' did not deny that in so 

far as men can become god-like this can only be through the cultivation of their 

speculative reason. What he did deny is that men can properly be described as 

'perfect' only in so far as they are wholly devoted to the contemplative life. To be 

a philosopher-king or a Stoic sage, to make oneself worthy of eternal happiness, 

to achieve union with the one are regarded as too ambitious objectives. It has 

been pointed out by Pomponazzi that all men-should develop the practical intellect 

to its full perfection. By 'practical intellect' is meant that intellect by which one is 

capable ofmaking or moral or political decisions. And perfection has been identified 

by Pomponazzi with moral or 'practical perfection'. 'As to the practical intellect', 

he wrote, 'which is proper to man, every man should possess it perfectly ... For 

the whole would be most perfectly preserved if all men were righteous and good, 

but not if all were philosophers or smiths or builders.' By the 'whole' is meant 

'mankind' or human race'. What is novel in his approach is the emphasis given by 

him on the perfecting of the 'whole' - of mankind - rather than the perfecting of 

the individual. The individual is to be perfected only as part of the perfection of 

mankind. And if mankind as a whole is to be perfected then the ideal of perfection 

has to be set at a level which men can hope to achieve. To be god-like should not 

be the ambition of man. 

"The bliss ofman is not to think or act beyond mankind. " 

[Alexander Pope: 'Essay on Man' : Epistle I lines 189-90] 

A human being should recognize the fact that he is neither god nor beast 

and, therefore, he should remain satisfied with the perfection proper to him. All 

men can and ought to be of good character and this should be the objective of all 

human beings. Gradually bringing happiness to the fellow-beings has become the 

ideal of perfection. Perfection has been identified henceforth with disinterested 

benevolence and usefulness to others. This ideal of perfection suggests that men 

can be brought gradually and to an unlimited degree to care for their fellow-men 

and thus it is possible for all human beings to be united. 

Now the question is : How this perfecting is to be brought about? It has 

been pointed out by John Locke and thinkers like David Hartley (1279 A.D.) that 
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all men can be perfected morally by education . Locke has argued, first, that 

there is nothing in an individual to prevent him from being morally improved. 

Secondly, there are secular processes like the process of Education, by which the 

moral improvement of their fellow-men can be brought about. Thirdly, it is possible 

for the secular reformers to perfect people by manipulating pleasure and pain, 

viz., the pleasure of reputation and pain of blame. We get a fully developed form 

of Locke-based perfectibilism in Hartley. 

"If beings of the same nature but whose affections and passions are, at 

present, in different proportions to each other, be exposed for an indefinite time to 

. the same impressions and associations, all their particular differences will, at last, 

be overruled, and they will become perfectly similar, in a finite time, by a proper 

adjustment of the impressions and associations". 

[David Hartley: Observations on Man : Pt. 1. Chap. 1. 2 Prop. xiv, Car.6, in the 

5th Ed. Vol. I, pp. 85-5] 

Association tends to make us all ultimately similar. Thus given only that association 

is in good hands, human or supernatural, the operations of association can, and 

will, make all men happy. 'If one is happy, all must.' 

It might be objected, however, that it is an absurd idea that by moral 

education all men can be perfected and, ultimately, a 'group mind' can be developed. 

For it is one thing to admit that by education human situation regarding knowledge 

or aesthetic achievement can be improved and it is quite another thing to admit 

that mankind as a whole can be perfected-not only in respect of some particular 

field but universally . So how can it be that only by education men could be 

perfected in such a way that once 'a time must come when the common parent 

of mankind will cause wars to cease to the ends of the earth, when men shall 

beat their swords into ploughshares'? The mere fact of human inventiveness 

rather shows that it is very difficult to retain an optimistic attitude regarding 

human unity. 

Now, if education is found to be ineffective in practice to develop a 'world

state' or 'group-mind', then, is there no other process to perfect all human beings 

and thus to achieve 'human unity' as desired? It is to be emphasized here that 

this sort of human unity which ensues from moral perfection can be attained 

through an exercise of our rational will, This is not an impossible task for us 
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though to practice it, one must admit, is highly difficult. And perhaps this can be 

done within a consistent Kantian framework. To explain. According to Kant, pure 

reason has two aspects viz., theoretical and practical. As concerning knowledge 

the a priori principles of reason e.g., substance and attribute, cause and effect 

etc. are valid only within the world of phenomena. This world of phenomena is a 

purely mechanical system. But in order to understand fully the phenomenal world; 

the pure theoretical reason must postulate certain ideas (viz., the ideas of the 

immortality of soul, freedom and of God) the objects of which transcend sense

experience. These ideas are not theoretically valid but their validity is practically 

established by pure practical reason. This pure practical reason does not yield 

speculativetruth, but prescribes its principles dogmaticallyin the form of imperatives 

. to the will. The will is itself practical reason, and thus it imposes its imperatives to 

the, will And our sense of duty springs from this rational will. It is morally 

necessary that we should believe otherwise would weaken our moral efforts. The 

perfectibility of society is a 'regulative idea' which must govern our conduct. On 

Kant's view, human beings as individual must content themselves with the reflection 

that mankind, although not themselves as individuals, will be perfected as a result 

of their efforts. For it is their moral duty to content themselves. According to 

Kant, perfection implies much more than mere conformity to law. To be perfect 

means not only to do right things but to act out of respect for moral law. A man 

must not do what is right or must not be benevolent to his fellow-men out of his 

own interest but he must do it from a sense of duty. If thus the rational will of a 

man determines his action then the end of an action will be nothing but humanity 

itself. An individual should use by no means the humanity of his own or any other 

fellow-being for any interest other than promoting of humanity itself. And if the 

development of humanity itself becomes the objective of the rational will of each 

and every man then in this way it is possible ultimately to form a 'Kingdom of 

Ends'. The 'Kingdom of Ends' has been explained by him as 'the union of 

different rational beings in a system by common laws'. It ~as been emphasized 

that in this kingdom such a community will be constituted by different rational 

beings in which the humanity of every other member will be realized and 

honoured. The 'Kingdom or Ends' is, to some extent, analogues to the kingdom of 

nature. By the 'Kingdom of Nature;' is meant the whole system of natural beings 
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forming a unity in virtue ofthe laws ofmutual action and reactions. The 'Kingdom 

of Ends' is like a 'Kingdom of Nature' in respect of being a unity, and a unity 

constituted by the presence of moral laws. But the latter is different from the 

former to the extent that its members are not things but persons and that its laws 

are not like those of the former uniformities of sequence but imperatives enjoining 

mutual consideration and respect. And in such an ideal realm men would behave 

as if they are individuals having a single mind and thus a 'group mind' could be 

developed. The realization of this unity and interconnectedness of all the human 

beings would become manifest in reverence for life, compassion and in a sense of 

universal brotherhood and thus there would prevail perpetual peace internally and 

externally. 

But is it not a Utopian idea? Is it at all possible to form such a society as 

conceived by Kant ? The answer would be that though Kant was not so optimist 

to fancy that such a kingdom is an ideal which could easily be realized yet he was 

not pessimistic enoughto believethat this is a dream unrealizable forever. According 

to him, perpetual peace as the goal of humanity is an ideal not merely as a 

speculative Utopian idea or a day-dream but as a moral principle which ought to 

be, and therefore, can be realized by all beings who want to proclaim themselves 

to be rational. If perpetual peace is a duty it must be necessarily deduced from 

the Categorical Imperative, viz., 'Act according to that maxim which can at the 

same time be regarded as a universal law.' And to Kant it is a duty. This end of 

humanity is the evolution of man from the stage of mere self-satisfied animalism 

to a high state of civilization. Nature has given man reason and freedom of will 

and she has determined that with the help of these powers and without the aid of 

instinct man shall win for himself a complete development of his capacity and 

natural endowments. The natural capacities of human beings reach full development 

only in the race and not in the individual. 

"Justice will reign, not only in this state, but in the whole human race when 

perpetual peace exists between the nations of the world. But external perpetual 

peace presupposes internal peace-eivil , social, economic, religious. If men become 

perfect, how can there be war? And Kant demands to a certain extent, the moral 

regeneration of man". 
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[Perpetual Peace: Immanuel Kant: Translated by M. Campbell Smith: Translator's 

Introduction.] 

As it is hoped by the illustrious sage of Konigsberg the ultimate result of 

man's moral regeneration will surely be the development of a 'group mind'. 
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GOD IN SPINOZA AND BRAHMAN IN VEDANTA 

BHUPENDRA CHANDRA DAS 

Benedict Spinoza was born on November 24th, 1632 at Amsetrdum. 'Ethics' 

is the most important work among all the' writings of Spinoza. In this book five 

topics have been dealt with in five parts serially, such as, (i) Concerning God (ii) 

Concerning the nature and origin of the mind (iii) Concerning the origin And 

nature of the emotions (iv) On Human Servitude, or the Strength of the Emotions 

(v) Concerning the power of the intellect or Human Freedom. In this paper, an 

attempt has been made to explicate the nature of God after Spinoza and that of 

Brahman after the Vedanta, mainly the Advaita Vedanta and to compare 

between them. 

Spinoza's entire metaphysics may be said to be the explanation of the idea 

of God or Substance. Spinoza defines substance as "that which is in itself and is 

conceived through itself; in other words, that the conception of which does not 

need the conception of another thing from which it must be formal."! "It is the 

ultimate self-dependent Being-the primordial source and stuff of all that is real 

and in a sense, the all-inclusive Reality itself. So there cannot be a plurality of 

substances but there can be only one such being. Plurality is possible only in the 

case of things externally produced. But as substance is not produced by any 

external cause, there is only one Substance in Reality.'? 

Spinoza identifies this one Substance with God and God" with Nature." So 

the expressions God, Nature and Substance rather mean the same thing. Spinoza 

uses one term or another according to its appropriateness in a particular context. 

Leon Roth says, "Three primary problems of thought are those of origin, structure 

and stuff. When Spinoza is thinking of the first, he would seem to use the word 

'God', when of the second, 'Nature', and when of the third 'Substance'. They 

are all one and the same, although from different points of view."5 

Mode is defined as the affections of Substance, or that which is another 
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thing through which also it is conceived." Substance and mode. are contrasted 

concepts and they mutuallyhelp to clarify the meanings of each other. Substance 

is in itself, mode is in another. This 'another', on which modes depend and 

without which they can neither be nor be conceived, is primarily Substance itself. 

Substance is not a 'thing' or (logical) 'subject', nor are modes, qualities or 

predicates. Modes are carved out of a Substance, so to speak. They are constituted 

out of the stuff of Substance. They are Substance itself made manifest. 

Spinoza holds that Substance is essentially active. It is not a static 'thing' 

but a dynamic being. It is not an inert mass subsisting at the bottom of change, 

but a powerful essence as well as essential power. It is essentially creative. 

Agency is inherent in its very nature. In its essence, it is power? that exists only 

as acting. 

The infinity of substance follows from its definition. It is 'in itself', i.e., 'not 

dependent for its essence or existence on any external cause. What is 'finite' is 

necessarily subject to whatever extent, to external causality. 

The infinity of substnace and its oneness or uniqueness are essentially 

related themes. Plurality is possible only in the case of the finite. Hence plurality 

is utterly impossible in respect of Substance. 

Along with its demonstration and a corollary, in Ethics, I, prop. 14, Spinoza . 

is concerned with proving that "There is only one Substance in Nature". The 

proof is based upon the identification of Substance with God, the absolutely 

infinite Being. Since God is absolutely infinite, all positive essence, i.e., all the' 

attributes must belong to him. For if any attribute were outside His nature, He 

would not be absolutely infinite. So it can be concluded that there is only one 

Substance and that it is God." 

In Ethics, I, Prop. 10, Spinoza says that God as the absolutely infinite Being 

is conceived as consisting necessarily of infinite attributes, each one of them 

expressing an eternal and infinite essence." 

To Spinoza, God has 'numerical' unity but admits of internal plurality. 

Substance or God is absolutely indivisible. For if it were divisible, it could 

not be simple and indivisibility follows from its infinity," 
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II 

Now we shall present some points on the nature of Brahman according to 

the Vedanta. Truth etc. are the essential characteristics (svariipa lak ~a l} a ) of 

Brahman, because this is borne out of such S'ruti texts as, "Brahman is truth, 

knowledge and infinitude"." and "He knew that Bliss was Brahman"? Essential 

characteristics (svariipa laksana ) consist in the very nature (svariipa) of a 

thing." In other words, Brahman may be characterised as Self-evident Being," 

Universal Being" and Pure Being." Here Self-evident Being implies the 

epistemological independence of Brahman, Universal Being indicates its non

duality and Pure Being emphasises its relation to the world of difference or 

phenomenon or its unrelatedness. These characteristics are derived from the 

definition of reality as trikiildbddhita sat which is never cancelled. It (T. sat) 

is, according to Spinoza, necessarily existent or eternal or self-existent. 

The difference between the Advaita definition and Spinoza's definition is 

that the former is not an a priori definition but Spinoza's definition is supposed to 

be an a priori definition. The former is the very implication of our judgement of 

reality and falsity and is therefore based on experience. It is common experience 

that what is cancelled is taken as false. But a real thing cannot be cancelled. The 

waking consciousness cancels dream-world as false. The knowledge of the rope 

cancels the appearance of the snake. Hence, what is cancelled is unreal and the 

real must be beyond cancellation. The merit of this definition is that it does not 

impose upon us the arbitrary idea of the real before it is known. 1t encourages us 

to seek that which is not cancelled. The definition is necessarily negative because 

Brahman cannot be comprehended through our empirical categories, it can qe 

characterised only negatively. Thus there is the superiority ofthe Advaita definiton. 

Ordinarily we may suppose that the empirical world is never cancelled and 

so it is real. But actually it is not so. Trikiildbddhita means that the real is by its 

very nature such that it cannot be cancelled or be conceived as cancelled in any 

time past, present and future; it has no reference to time whatsoever. The empirical 

truths are found to be nowhere in dream," they are cancelled. In deep sleep, the 

empirical world disappears. So we cannot say that the empirical world is not 

cancelled, though we find its apparent continuity. Is there anything which is never 

cancelled? It is the self or dtman which is never cancelled. In deep sleep, we 
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suppose that even the self is cancelled. But the Advaita philosophers demand that 

the self does not mean the ego or the anta ~ karana and in deep sleep, only the 

ego disappears but not the self. The real nature of the self is that of pure 

consciousness which is not limited by all upiidhis, endless, pure, bliss, never 

affected by the presence or absence of objects, one, nondual and indifferent." 

Self is sell-evident ( svayam pmkiis'o v, Self shines by its own light. 
(svayam jyoti h) and it can never be cancelled. We can prove logically that the 

trikCilabadhita sat or the self must be at once self evident, pure, universal being 

and necessary existent. 

III 

Spinoza is basically correct in his conception of Substance as Pure Being. 

Nevertheless his position is not strong because of two reasons. 

1) He makes only positive assertions about substance. But he does not complete 

the view with the negative function of showing the inherent unintelligibility of the 

concept of difference. 

2) He is unable to point to any real experience of Pure Being, i.e., he does not 

identify his Substance with the self. For this reason, his philosophy seems to be 

merely a speculative work. These two points have been greatly emphasised in the 

Vedanta. The Vedanta establishes, by a dialectical analysis, that the logic of pure 

identity alone is consistent and holds also that this identity is truely experienced 

and it is not merely an abstraction of the mind. 

There is some kind of similarity between 90d advocated by Spinoza and 

Brahman advocated by the Advaita Vedantins. Both of them have parallel view 

in some respects. Like Spinoza, Advaitins also point out that Brahman is one, 

infinite and indivisible and they hold that this Brahman, reflected in or conditioned 

by Maya (cosmic illusion) is called God (Is'vara). It is found that there is 

another type of similarity between God of Spinoza and That of 

Vls'istadvaita Vedanta of Ramanuja . Spinoza holds that God has 'numerical 

unity' but admits of internal plurality. Rarnanuja , on the other hand, advocates 

that God is one and that the plurality of individual self are within God. 

Spinoza advocates that God orSubstance isessentially active. But Vedantic 

Brahman is notessentially active, for it is a Pure Being i.e., Brahman is essentially 
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Nirguna , Nirdharmaka. Characteristics are of two kinds - essential and 

secondary. We have stated above regarding essential characteristics 
(svariipa -Iak ~a,!a) of Brahman. Actually truth, knowledge and infinitude are 

Brahman, but they are assumed to be its characteristics or attributes. A secondary 

characteristic (ta !astha~ ak ~al}a) is that which, though not lasting as long as the 

thing possessing it, yet differentiates it from other things. For example, the 

possession of smell is a secondary characteristic of earth, for there is no smell in 

atoms of earth at the dissolution of the universe. With regard to Brahman, Its 

being the cause ofbirth, maintenance and dissolution of the universe is a secondary 

characteristic of It. Here the word 'universe' means the sum total of effects and 

causality is agency. For the creation of the world Brahman is reflected in 

Maya and such type of Brahman has the secondary characteristic 

(ta t astha l aksa n a) . Hence, though Brahman, being essentially Nirguna, is not 

essentially active, Sagu n a Brahman having secondary characteristic 

(ta ! astha ~ ak ~ a I}a) becomes active for the creation of this world. But the nature 

of Brahman or pure being is not affected by the secondary characteristic of It. 

Therefore, it can be pointed out that Brahman must be understood to be 

self-evident, Pure Being. Pure unity alone is real. But people imagine that 

something devoid of all differences will be only a blank or zero because of their 

empirical habits of thought. 19 They imagine that differences alone give content 

or take them near to reality. But the fact is that differences, if anything, only 

negate the infinite or prevent it from being experienced. Critics of Spinoza 

pointed out that Pure Being is as good as nothing and hence, cannot produce the 

phenomenal world. This question refers to the causality of Substance. 
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lWO APPROACHES IN WESTERN AND INDIAN 

ANALYTIC PHILOSOPHY 

AMITKUMAR SEN 

The mode of philosophizing known as 'analytic philosophy', has been 

fashionable in the Anglo-American world for many decades. Started by G.E. 

Moore and Bertrand Russell, it has been exercised by prominent philosophers like 

Wittgenstein, Carnap, Quine, Nelson Goodman, Austin and Strawson. The 

programme of analytic philosophy is to resolve philosophical puzzels by clarifying 

the language generating those puzzle. And this can be done in two ways, namely 

(i) by directing our attention to ordinary language (this I shall call Strawsonian 

approach) and (ii) by constructing an ideal or artificial language in which the 

puzzle does not arise (this I shall call Russellian approach). Due to this difference 

in approach Russell and Straws on had involved in an exciting debate popularly 

known as Russell - Strawson controversy. In this paper I shall throw some light 

on this controversy in section I and find a parallel of this controversy in Indian 

philosophy in section II. 

Section - 1 

One of the important issues of Russell-Strawson controversy is : How to 

handle a sentence with non-denoting terms in the subject position ? Or in other 

words what would be the truth-value of a sentence, the subject-term of which is 

empty or non-denoting ? According to Russell the truth-value of a sentence with 

non-denoting terms in the subject position is false. But Strawson's answer is that 

it is neither true nor false but pointless. Before going into the detail of the 

difference of answers given by Russell and Strawson I like to note the point 

where Russell and Strawson are not in controversy, namely regarding the 

meaningfulness of the sentence with non-denoting subject term. Both Russell and 

Strawson share a common assumption that if a term is a genuine constituent of a 

sentence then the sentence as a whole is meaningful only when each such 

component term of it is meaningful i.e. has a referent. Hence if a sentence with a 
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non-referring subject term is to consider as meanigful or significant, one must 

either(i) provide a denotation in cases in which it is prima facie absent or (ii) deny 

that such empty terms are genuine constituents of the sentence . The former 

alternative is adopted by Strawson; the latter, by Russell. Thus both Russell and 

Strawson agree that the sentence 'The present King of France is bald' (S) is 

significant but of course for different reasons. 

Now Russell in 'On Denoting' (Mind 1905) argued that the sentence S 

which appears puzzling because its subject term lacks a referent, can nevertheless 

be shown to be false by unpacking its actual logical form. Upon analysis, he 

argued, S turns out to be a conjunction of three sentences, namely (i) there is at 

least one King of France now , (ii) there is at most one King of France now and 

(iii) whoever is a King of France now is bald. Since the first conjunct, (i), is false, 

the whole conjunctionis false, and thus S must be false. Here the puzzle disappears 

because none of the three conjuncts has the puzzling form of S itself i.e., none of 

the three conjuncts has an empty subject term. 

Here Russell faces a problem when he is asked to ascribe truth value to 

the sentence 'the present King of France is not bald'. The problem is : if the 

sentence 'the present King of France is bald' is false, its denial, 'the present King 

of France is not bald' must be true. But in Russell's analysis this latter sentence 

must also be false because it also turns out to be a conjunction of three sentences, 

namely (i) there is at least one King of France now, (ii) there is at most one King 

of France now and (iii) whoever is a King of France now is not bald. Since the 

first conjunct, (i), is false, the whole conjunction is false, and thus the sentence 

'the present King of France is not bald' must be false. But it is counter intuitive 

because the two sentences. 'the present King of France is bald' and 'the present 

King of France is not bald' cannot be false together. Here Russell introduces his 

notion of scope distinction of negation to solve the problem by denying that 'the 

present King of France is not bald' and 'it is not the case that the present King of 

France is bald' are equivalent. He argues in Introduction to Mathematical 

Philosophy (1919) that all propositions in which 'the King of France' has a 

primary occurrence are false; the denial of such propositions are true, but in them 

, the King of France' has a secondary occurrence. Thus both 'the present King 

of France is bald' and 'the present King of France is not bald' are false because 
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in both cases 'the King of France' has primary occurrence. 

Russell's theory purports to tell us the 'real meaning' of the puzzling 

sentences. But Strawson's position is that we want to know, not what the meaning 

of S is, but what should be said about the uses it might be put to. Strawson's idea 

is that a characteristic use of a sentence in an act of asserting presupposes the 

success of another act - referring - which we perform in order to go on to assert. 

That is, in order to assert that a predicate applies to the subject of a sentence we 

must first refer to the subject. If the subject term lacks a referent this presupposed 

act of referring fails, and consequently, the attempt to assert cannot succeed. 

This is the case with the presumed use of S as an attempt at asserting. Since 

there is no king of France now, the attempt to assert now that the present King of 

France has any predicate - e.g., is bald - is neither true nor false, because the 

presupposed act of referring fails. 

The issues between Russell and Strawson are not, as one may suppose, 

. merely a cunning move in a game played by the two philosophers who have no 

other purpose but to win. The stakes are as large as the theory of knowledge 

itself, for which side one chooses ought to reflect one's beliefs about the status of 

the external world and our ability to come to know its nature. Broadly speaking 

there are four views about the world and our knowledge of it that I like to 

distinguish. First, there is Realism, understood here as the view that there is a 

world external to our thinking and that in this world there are things which have 

characteristics independently of our conceptualizing them, but whose characteristics 

are ultimately and approximately knowable by us through the use of perceptual 

and conceptual methods. Second, we have Idealism, which denies the very 

existence of such an external world. Third, there is Relativism, which allows like 

realism that there is an external world but unlike realism denies that the things in 

it have any characteristics in themselves. The Relativist holds that in the world 

there are at least bare particulars, whose appearent clothing is entirely contributed 

by our mind. Finally, there is Scepticism, which holds that although the things in 

the external world have characteristics we can never know what those 

characteristics are. In my opinion among these views about the world and our 

knowledge of it, Russell's theory fits best with Realism, while Strawson's theory 

fits best with Relativism. 
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A sophisticated realism thinks of our corporate scientific search for the 

ultimate nature of things as carried out through a series of conceptual schemes, a 

series which will ultimately issue in a scheme which tells -us the actual 

characteristics of independent reality. The assumption is that these characteristics 

are discoverable. Thus a realist is interested in reality and judges an assertion as 

true or false according to whether it accurately reflects the nature of things or 

not. Russell's Theory of Descriptions is a method of turning a problematic assertion 

into a conjunction of some sentences each of which can be interpreted as a 

description of a possible state of affairs in the real world. His suggestion is that if 

any of the conjuncts fails to describe an actual state of affairs we should judge 

the conjunction as false on that account. 

On the other hand, Strawson's theory allows truth value gaps among 

assertions. This has the effect of relativizing truth and falsity so that their ascription 

turns on how our present conceptual scheme is, not on how ultimate reality is. 

According to Strawson an assertion is not to be viewed like a realist like Russell 

as a description of a possible state of affairs but rather as an act of attributing a 

property to the subject whose actuality is presupposed. But what is the nature of 

the presupposition? Is it that, e.g., the present King of France must actually 

exist? I think not, for if it were, we should in general never be able to know that 

an assertion has a truth-value without already knowing the nature of reality . 

Rather, what is presupposed is that our present conceptual scheme considers the 

present King of France to be an actual existent. Since in fact it does not, an 

assertion expressed by 'the present King of France is bald' is neither true nor 

false but pointless. If in fact we did think that there was a King of France now, 

such an assertion would have a truth value. In this way truth and falsity of a 

sentence come to depend on what we think now and not on how things are. 

Section - II 

The aforesaid controversy finds a parallel in the controversy between the 

Nyaya and the Buddhist schools of thought. In Nyiiyaand Buddhism we find 

that philosophers were puzzled by the fact that there are meaningful and 

grammatically acceptable expressions in language which purport to refer to or to 

denote some entity or entities but which actually do not refer to anything in the 
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world ofexperience. In Indian Philosophy also it is considered somewhat paradoxical 

to say that we refer to non-existent entities by such expressions as 'the rabbit's 
hom', 'the sky-flower' or 'the son of a barren woman'. All that we have here is 

a class of meaningful expressions, which share the same substantival structure in 

common and possess the grammatical property of a proper name in the sense that 

they can be successfully used in the context where a proper name might have 

been used. These expressions are called 'vacuous' or 'empty' terms. In Indian 

Philosophy like Russell-Strawson controversy, a controversy between Nyaya and 

Buddhism regarding the status of a sentence with empty subject term arises. 

Udayana claims ( Atmatattvaviveka p. 59-89) that the subject term of a 

sentence must refer to something actual or real and a sentence whose subject 

term does not refer to anything stands in need of some philosophic paraphrasing. 

A sentence is a representation of some cognitive state. A cognitive state i.e., a 

judgemental one, usually attributes a property to a subject or qualificand. And this 

attributable property can be called a qualifier. Now, a cognitive judgement fails if 

it lacks a subject to which it can attribute some property. Hence, a sentence 

which apparently has a non-referring expression as its grammatical subject 

undergoes a philosophical paraphrasing in the Nyaya system so that it can 

properly represent some judgemental cognitive state. A judgemental cognitive 

state may be erroneous where the representing sentence will be regarded as 

false. If a cognitive judgement is right, the corresponding sentence will be true. 

Thus, knowledge and error are the epistemic counterparts of the truth and falsity 

of the sentences that express corresponding cognitive states. Proceeding along 

this line, the Nyaya realism tried to show that a sentence with a non-fererring 

expression as its subject should be traced back to some kind of erroneous cognitive 

state and should be explained accordingly. In other words, according to Nyaya 

these sentences are demonstrably false. We have seen that Russell tried to 

analyse such sentences in much the same way. He shows that these sentences 

can be paraphrased into such logical forms as will make them false. Now, if 

according to the Nyaya , the sentece 'A rabbit's hom is sharp' (A) is false, what 

would be the truth value of the sentence 'A rabbit's hom is not sharp' (B) ? Like 

Russell the Nyayikas say that the sentence . (B) is also false. The Nyaya 

resolves (A) as follows: (1) something is characterized by horoness and (2) it is 
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characterized by the property of belongingto a rabbit and (3) it is also characterized 

by sharpness. Of these three constituents, if (I) is true, (2) cannot be true, and 

vice versa, and (3) can be true or not true according to whether the subject 

(whatever it is) is sharp or not. But in no case will the conjunction be true. Again 

the Nyiya resolves sentence (B) as follows: (I) something is characterized by 

hornness and (2) it is characterized by the property of belonging to a rabbit and 

(3') it is also characterized by the absence of sharpness. The sentence (B) will be 

equally not true (a-prama) like the sentence (A) because both (I) and (2) cannot 

be factually true together. (3') will be true or false according to whether its 

supposed contradictory (3) is false or true. Thus, the law of contradiction is not 

violated because (B) as a whole, is not strictly the contradictory of (A) (when 

both of them are thus analysed). The relation of contradiction may hold between 

(3) and (3'). Russell has de.elared that a sentence of type (B) is ambiguous. He 

introduces as I have noted earlier, the notion of primary and secondary occurrences 

of descriptions to explain this ambiguity (Introduction to Mathematical 

Philosophy). 

On the other hand, Vacaspati Misra ( Nyaya- Varttika - Titparya TIki, p

172-73) admits Udayana's view that the subject term of a sentence must refer to 

something actual but remarks that we can neither affirm nor deny anything of the 

non-referring terms like the rabbit's hom. If we attribute some property (positive 

or negative) to the non-referring entity we will have no way of deciding whether 

they are true of false, for it will never be possible to experience the non-referring 

entity through any accredited means of knowledge. Hence a judgement is no 

judgement if the subject term is empty which is the same as saying that a 

sentence having a subject term without a referent is neither true nor false and 

Vacaspati wants to exelude such judgements from logical discourse. Thus Vacaspati 

has the Strawsonian line of thinking. Strawson in his 'On Referring' argues that 

it is sentences which have meaning, but statement (i.e., use of Sentence) which 

have truth-values. A sentence whose subject term fails to denote is meaningful, 

but, because the utterance of suoh a sentence necessarily involves failure to refer, 

such an utterance cannot be a genuine, but only a 'spurious' use of the sentence, 

and hence does not constitute a statement. So, use of sentences with non

denoting subject terms are not statements, and are therefore, not within the scope 
, 
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of logic at all. But Strawson is unable to confine himself comfortably to the no

item thesis but also argues (Introduction to Logical Theory) for the truth value 

gap thesis i.e., some statements lack truth-value and that logical relations (relation 

of presupposition) can hold between these truth-value less items or between 

them and truth-valued items. 

The Buddhist does not accept the Nyaya position that the subject-term of 

a sentence must refer to something actual. That it is impossible to flatly deny that 

an unreal entity can function as subject with respect to any attribute whatsoever 

is clear from Ratnakirti's iKsanabhanga Siddhi Vyatirekatmikay exposure of 

the self-contradictory character of the Naiyayika's thesis to the effect. Ratnakirti 

argues as follows : To deny all attributes of an unreal x is to ascribe the non

ascribability of all attributes X- which, in turn, is to make a self-refuting statement. 

i.e, if X is unreal, then to say that x is not characterizable by any real attribute is 

to make an analytic statement. But to deny that an unreal x may be characterized 

as unreal is to engender a paradox. Thus the ascription of a (appropriately 

restricted) class of attributes to an unreal subject must at the very least be 

possible. Thus according to Ratnakirti "The rabbit's horn is sharp" is a normal 

sentence which we may use in our discourse for various purpose. One of such 

uses is made when we cite an example of a non-entity viz, 'the rabbit's horn is 

non-momentary and also non-existent', Jifanas'rimitra in (Nihandhabali) argues 

that we do utter statements about fictitious entities. We tell fictitious stories, and 

we conceive of unreal entities like the rabbit's horn. It is not always the case that 

we have to know a thing before we may make statement about it or attribute 

some property to it . A simple cognition, an error, a conceptual construction or 

. even a deliberate attempt at fiction, will be enough to justify our speech-acts 

about fictitious entities. And statement about fictitious entities like Rabbits horn 

may also serve some useful purpose in a logical discourse. 

But Buddhist's insistence that we can and do make statements with empty 

subject terms need not be taken as a plea for accepting a third truth value 

'neither true nor false' (in determinate)to be attached to such statements. His 

argument is like that of Meinong who wants us to accept the fact that there are 

unreal object which can be spoken about, can be thought of. The Buddhist, in 

fact, would like to put all the objects on which our thoughts may go at the same 
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level and this will include not only (a) things which do exist now (i.e which are
 

assumed to be existent by the commo~ people or by the realist) but also (b) things
 

which do not exist now (i,e., past and future things), (c) things which cannot exist
 

(viz., the rabbit's hom) and also (d) things ofwhich it would be a logical contradiction
 

to say that they exist (viz., the son of a barren woman). One thing is common to
 
\ 

all of these four groups namely, we can think about them. 
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PHILOSOPHY OF BIO-ETHICS : MAPPING THE DOMAIN 

KUMAR MITRA 

The study of bioethics incorporates the whole biosphere. Hence this branch 

of study cannot and should not be confined within the bounds of any particular 

academic departments or of any religious dogma, or of a particular philosophical 

belief. 

Though the relevant concerns regarding biosphere were there even in the 

remote past, bioethics as a branch of systematic study emerged quite recently, 

and just after its emergence it has grown rapidly throughout the world. It is going 

to playa central role in professional and public discussions. As we see, bioethical 

issues are featuring prominently, and globally, in legal, medical scientific and policy 

agenda. 

Bioethics, as the name suggests, has, along with biotic considertions, some 

basic ethical considerations. It took a long period of time to develop human moral 

sense which has biological, social and intellectual heritage. Human sense of morality 

(or moral responsibility) is not only having relationships to fellow-humans but also 

to other living organisms who somehow affect and exert influence on human 

existence. It is obvious that to traverse such a large domain bioethics, as a branch 

of study, needs to be replenished by different disciplines. 

To include this vast panorama ofbioethics within a single definition is almost 

and impossibility. Still, we may opt for the following workable definition ofbioethics: 

"Bioethicsis a processof reflection overethical issues raised in our relationships 

with other living organisms ; it considers ethical issues in spheres including 

environmental ethics, health-care ethics, social ethics and in the use of 

technologies affecting human livelihood." 

If we examine the bioethical principles proposed by several bioethicists, we 

will find, amid many variations, some important points of convergence. All these 

principles endorse the ethical values of respect for persons, of doing good 
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(beneficence), doing no harm (non-malificence), and justice, and emphasize the 

virtues of the moral agent and hislher relationship to others and to the environment. 

Regarding the viability or practicability of these principles, there may always be 

questions we, as bioethicists, cannot answer properly in the way of scientific 

falsifiability, but we have to admit that all these values like love, altruism, harmony 

and holism inherent in these principles are common goods. 

WHAT WE, AS BIOETHICISTS, SHOULD DO? 

As bioethicists, we should respect the life of all living organisms (no matter 

their bodily or mental composition) for their intrinsic value. This sort of consideration 

entails that we should limit the consumption of resources in order to minimize our 

impact on this planet and its ecosystems in order to live our lives and to let live 

other organisms sustainably. We should recognize the dependence of all life (biota) 

on naturally - functioning ecosystems and the essential services that ecosystems 

provide. Wildlife provides numerous free services that make our life possible and 

pleasant; it cleans the air, water and the soil of pollutants, provides us food, medicines 

and a beautiful place to live; it acts as a source for replenishing our supplies of 

plants and animals. But, though wildlife protects us from extinction, it cannot protect 

itself from us; so without our help it cannot survive. And presently wildlife is in 

grave danger from the loss of habitat, the spread of exotic species, pollution and 

direct consumption by humans. We should urge action to halt environmental damage 

by humans that reduces biodiversity or degrades ecosystem processes" The 

presence of humans greatly reduces the usefulness of a habitat to wildlife. Hence, 

we should urge all nations to make the protection of wildlife and wildlife-habitat a 

top priority; in particular, we urge them to set aside a large portion of their territory, 

interconnected by the wildlife travel corridors, for the exclusive use of wildlife. 

We should call upon states not to allow exemptions to the military or other special

interest group-s in regulations to protect the environment and the living organisms 

(including human beings). We should especially demand proper ethical and scientific 

evaluation of sonar technology against its reported adverse impact on marine 

mammals, and should urge for immediate reduction in the energy levels that are 

utilized. 
When considering the good of living organisms, we have to think not only of 
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those on the planet Earth now, but also of those who will emerge in the future 

through natural or deliberate creation. We should urge reflection on the way that 
we will treat hybrid persons (e.g. cyborgs) or cloned humans before they are made. 

As life is the common heritage of all, it is to be ensured that no one group of persons 

can claim to own a living organism so as to stop others growing similar organisms. 

No part of the human body (DNA, genes, gametes, cells, tissues or organs) should 

be exploited as a source of profit. 

At the same time, we should seriously consider whether even relatively 

simple and natural non-organic creatures, such as rocks and minerals, are worthy 

of respect as ends in themselves. Their use, in ways, which involve their destruction 

and/or changes in their form should be restricted to what is absolutely necessary 

for our life and health. 

To work towards a social consensus to obey bioethical norms requires 

participation of informed citizens, which again requires education about issues of 

bioethical importance. It is intriguing to find that the public and academic discussion 

on bioethics has started to emerge in a number of countries, but these efforts need 

further support. Greater effort is required to educate all members of every society 

about the scientific, clinical and environmental background (by 'all members' is 

meant not only those with access to electronic communication media and to well

organized schools, but also persons who lack such basic facilities, open-minded 

bioethical discussions, together with health-education) so that they may be 

encouraged to do something for the deprived populations in developing and other 

countries. 

Education of bioethics is to empower people to face ethical dilemmas. Ethical 

challenges come to everyone. The process of debate and discussion is important 

for developing good minds to face bioethical dilemmas. It also develops tolerance 

and respect of others. In these troubled international times, it is very important to 

develop tolerance of others, and to learn that everyone as a human being is the 

same regardless of social status, race, sex or religion ('same' in this sense means 

'equally diverse'; it does not mean 'identical'). 

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND BIO-ETHICS 

We should try to ensure that states and institutions should take appropriate 
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measures to encourage all forms of research, training and information 

dissemination conductive to raising the awareness of society and all of its members 

of their responsibilities regarding the fundamental issues relating to bioethics. To 

achieve these goals, the co-operation of all is required, and to generate that sort 

of co-operation, open international discussion, ensuring the free expression of 

various socio-cultural , religious and philosophical opinions, are needed. In order 

to effect these, ethics committees with full community and ethnic representation, 

for the purpose of reviewing research proposals and monitoring the impact of 

science and technology, should be established immediately. In principle, all research 

on humans that has the rational potential to harm should be validated by the 

documented and informed consent (which is voluntary and non-eoerced) from 

competent participants. There are important issues to discuss regarding consent 

from communities and fruther studies on these issues must proceed. We must 

devote more research to the topic of research on human subjects who lack the 

capacity for fully informed consent (such as in pediatric and psychiatric medicine). 

We should applaud the development of science and technology if it is for 

the betterment of all and should stress on the better sharing of the benefits of 

technology with all. Practical methods for appropriate (both new and traditional) 

technology-transfer should be effected, together with mechanisms to assess the 

cultural, environmental , ethical, social and health-impacts of such technology. 

Encouraging simpler technologies should often be preferable to transfer of 

advanced scientific technology. Effective risk management, with sound and scientific 

risk-assessment and appropriate consideration of global interests, is essential for 

all avenues of life. 

In particular, we should call upon all those in the research community to 

use any appropriate technology to reduce the burden of diseases and afflictions 

(both mental and physical) of persons in all societies (in particular, in developing 

and least developed countries). 

At the same time, we recognize that technology is not always the answer. 

Low-technology and no-technology methods should also be considered, especially 

for populations who have no access to modem medicine anyway. Among these 

low and no-technology methods are educative courses for nutrition, sanitation, 

midwifery, disease-prevention and recycling by means of compost of human and 
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animal waste. We should respect, protect and document the rights of indigenous 

people, the ecology of rural areas, bioethical management of the coastal zones, 
and knowledge of indigenous people (like fanners, fishermen, hunters, gatherers, 

etc.) of their ecosystems. 

TO CONCLUDE 

Every person has a lifelong responsibility to develop hislher own bioethical 

maturity and values. We may defme bioethical maturity as the ability to balance 

the benefits and risks of ethical choices, considering the parties involved and the 

consequences. At the societal level we should try to construct a social mechanism 

which would develop public policies and laws balancing conflicting ethical principles. 

We should undertake to develop our maturity together, to work all together towards 

peace for all and should hope for a more humble standing of all nations committed 

to serve humanity. 
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MAN IN THE PIDLOSOPHY OF M.N. ROY 

MRlNAL KANfI DE 

I 

The riseof cold-war inthe post-war international politics presented a dilemma 

for M.N. Roy whowas oncean associateof the Communist Party of SovietRussia 

and later realising the limitations of Marxismfounded a new socio-political theory 

calledNew Humanism. Facedwith a choice between Democracy and communism, 

he felt distressed becauseas an earnestadvocate of individualism, he was anxious 

to checkcommunism while acknowledging the inadequacy ofexisting parliamentary 

Democracy. He felt that popular movement against communism could be derived. 

only from the democratic tradition which is informed with the norms and ideals of 

humanistic culture, the most important being the ideal of freedom and dignity of 

the individual. Neither communism nor the existing parliamentary capitalist 

democracy but the third alternative was necessary for further progress of human 

civilization. Thus he tried to constructa newpolitical theoryand economic doctrine 

on the basis of his NewHumanism. M.N. Roy observes that the culturaland moral 

crisis of modemcivilisation is compelling sensitive and thoughtful menthroughout 

the worldto tum towards its humanist tradition. The restoration ofmoral values in 

public life is the crying demand. He felt that the restoration of moral values in . 

public lifecouldbeachieved if we couldhavea newpolitical and social philosophy 

deduced from a scientific interpretation of Humanism. 

Whilechartingthe Western intellectual traditionRoy foundmainly two main 

assumptions, withsomevariations, regarding humannature. In the first place, there 

is the assumption that man is selfish by nature and so "instinctively concerned 

only with his own interest". Secondly, it is also held by peoplethat human nature 

is to believe in benevolent supernatural power. Obviously this secondassumption 

was historically associated withthe religious traditionthat believe in man's original 

sin. This last view ltdtothe view ofredemption ofman byvirtue ofhis readiness 
to subordinate himself to a supernatural power. Roy also opined that both these 
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assumptions had inspired social philosophies which could conceive of society only 

as a coercive organization. Either man-made laws or providential ordinance were 
admitted to curb the evil instinct of man. Roy held that on the basis of these views 

of human nature it was not possible to develop any social philosophy which could 

allow economic and political theories that guarantee freedom and dignity of the 

individual. This resulted in the present crisis of modem civilization. The view that 

man is a self-interested creature and that the incentive of all economic enterprise 

is personal gain leads to economic determinism. So "Karl Marx raised the economic 

interpretation of history on the level of a social philosophy'". And for M.N. Roy 

"The Practice of any theory. conservative, liberal, revolutionary which starts from 

the doctrine of the economic man, must lead to the loss of freedom and the 

degradation of man. If man is selfish and irrational by nature, society must be a 

coercive organization, a prison house to be guarded by earthly policemen backed 

up by heavenly colleagues. Economic determinism therefore cannot be the social 

philosophy which is required to lead civilized mankind out of the present crisis'". 

In fact our wrong notions about human nature is the root cause of all evils 

of our time. Hence, all types of social reconstruction for the betterment of man 

must begin with man. Social philosophy, built on the false notion of human nature, 

undermined man's faith in himself and thus leading to spiritual crisis which 

characterises modem predicament. 

So, Roy argued, if man is by nature a believer in some power greater than 

himself then the idea of human freedom must be abandoned. Hence, both the 

assumptions about human nature mentioned above cancel human freedom. Roy 

contended that the history of civilization revealed invalidity of both the assumptions 

about human nature. 

Inspired by modem science, he held that man, as a biological form, evolved 

from matter. Thus, being free from those false assumptions, man can think of being 

free as man. In his words: "Humanism is as old as history...... But today scientific 

knowledge as well as a careful reading of history enable Humanism to challenge 

the wrong notion about human nature and thus free itself from all contradictions 

and fallacies. Therefore, we call it New Humanism'". 

Drawing on anthropology, he maintained that human society did not come 

into being in an abhoc contract. Primitive man had to struggle against nature in 
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co-operation with others. The instinct of self-preservation as well as the struggle 

for existence instituted the basis ofcivil society. "Instinct is primitive reason" claimed 

Roy. "Man therefore is essentially a raitonal being, rudiments of reason, the ability 

to connect experiences, can be traced in lower animals. Rationality, therefore, is 

a biological function which can very highly develop in the highest biological form. 

Rationality can subordinate man's selfishness to enlightened self - interest, which 

.is a social virtue?'. Though Roy was a materialist, he never accepted the supremacy 

of the social environment over the nature of man. According to the philosophy of 

New Humanism human nature is mainly determined by physical and biological 

factors. Hence, the main problem before Roy was to find in human nature a basis 

for a harmonious social order and the incentive to all social progress. In human 

reason and in man's urge for freedom, which was also for him is rooted in, 

humanism, he found the basis. 

Man is the product of evolution. His nature is subject to this process. Yet 

he maintained that there is some constant in human nature. Thus the uniqueness 

of the individual was recognised as well as the fact that the individuals have some 

factors in conunon which constitutes the foundation of human nature. 

Two basic features of human nature are emphasized in the philosophy of 

New Humanism of M.N. Roy . The first feature is the rationality of man and the 

second is man's urge for freedom. He attempted to trace the origin of these two 

features to the physical universe as well as to the pre-human biological evolution. 

He maintained that this foundation of human rationality was the law-governed 

physical universe. He said, "Rising out of the background of the' law-governed 

physical nature the human being is essentially rational'". Physical nature is uniform 

and law-governed. Man's highly evolved brain functions as the instrument for 

interrelations between the organisms and its environment. In this way man becomes 

conscious ofthe law-governed nature ofthe universe "The mind", Roy maintained. 

"becomes conscious of the environments the radius of which gradually expands 

until the entire nature is embraced. Its being consciousness of law-governed system, 

human mind is necessarily rational in essence'". Man becomes conscious of the 

fact of this law-governed physical world and of the fact that every phenomenon 

is connected with some other phenomenon. This led to man's knowledge that 
nothing is uncaused. This experience leads him to think in causal terms and thus 
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makes him rational. In order to explain human reason he wrote : "Reason is the 

simple, instinctive notion that every object ofexperience connected with some other 
object or objects which mayor may not have been already experienced; but, because 

of the belief in the connection, which holds the world of experience together, their 

existence is assumed"? He considered reason as -an echo of the harmony of the 

universe'. In the instinctive level of the animal activity reason is expressed in 

rudimentary form. Thus, for him, human rationality is a developed form of instinctive 

rationality present in the animals. The "humanness", Roy held, was inherited from 

the mental and emotional equipment of the animals. Thus, reason is no longer a 

metaphysical category. Reason is the consciousness of the harmony of nature. 

Rationality the becomes a biological function. Roy characterised reason in nature 

as physical determinism. Reason was considered as a biological function because 

with the help of his developed brain which he has inherited from animals man 

becomes conscious of law-governed physical nature. 

As to man's will and emotion Roy observed in the fourth of his 22 theses: 

"Reason being a biological property, it is not antithesis of will. Intelligence and 

emotion can be reduced to a common biological demonstrator. Historical 

determinism, therefore, does not exclude freedom of the will". Man's will and 

emotions are also determined or caused by physical factors. "He rose out of the 

background of the physical universe. The latter is a cosmos - a law-governed 

system. Therefore, man's being and becoming, his emotions, will, ideas are also 

determined; man is essentially rational'". However, Roy was aware of the fact 

that most of our voluntary emotional acts are not rational in that they are not any 

result of free thinking. As a solution to this problem he wrote: "the universe is a 

physical system. Having grown out of that background, the human is also a physical 

system. But there is great difference : The physical universe law-governed, the 

laws being inherent in itself, whereas man possesses will and can choose. Between 

the world of man and the world of inanimate matter, there lies the vast world of 

biological evolutions. The latter has its own specific laws which, however, can 

referred back to the general laws of the world of dead matter; consciousness 

.appears at a much later stage. Therefore, human will cannot be directly related to 

the laws of the physical universe . It is rooted in the intervening biological world. 

But in as much as the entire process of biological evolution take place in the context 
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ofthe world ofdead matter, human will cannot be antithesis to the law-govemedness 

of the physical universe, Reason harmonizes the two...''9. Thus man can control 

his emotions and direct his will with his rational faculty. Roy's contention that human 

will can not be directly related to the laws of the physical universe should dispel 

the feeling of fatalism in man and make room for freedom which can explain the 

possibility of moral individual. He observed : ''The rational and scientific concept 

of determinism is not to be confused with the teleological or religious doctrine of 

predestination"10. 

The second basic feature of human nature, according to M.N. Roy, is the 

urge for freedom which originates from the biological heritage of man. As to the 

definition of freedom he wrote : "Freedom is progressive disappearance of all 

restrictions on the unfolding of the potentialities of individuals, as human beings, 

and not as cogs in the wheels of a mechanised social organism"11 . The potentialities 

of the individual are not divine potentialities, but inherent in man biologically. With 

his highly developed brain and nervous system man has reached the evolutionary 

stage of infinite potentialities. The creative urge to actualize these potentialities 

.constitute tis urge for freedom. A man is free only if he becomes conscious of his 

latent potentialities and feels the urge to develop them. Hence, for Roy, ''the position 

of the individual, therefore, is the measure of the progressive and liberating 

significance ofany .... Social organization?". Actual well-being is said to enjoyed 

by individuals. This is why it is claimed that, according to New Humanism, human 

nature is determined more by the biological than by social factors. Thus Roy did 

not accept social materialism. For his human freedom does not necessarily follow 

from any socio - economic order. He maintained that in addition to economic 

well being and political democracy the word 'freedom' must have a cultural 

connotation which is based on human nature. So, the urge for freedom is grounded 

in human nature. He wrote: " ...the quest for freedom is the continuation on a higher 

level of intelligence and emotion of the biological struggle for existence'?". In the 

biological world the struggle for existence is a universal phenomenon and he tired 

to trace the human urge of freedom to this phenomenon. In the animal world this 

struggle is carried through a mechanical adaptation. In the human plane this struggle 

is transformed into a purposive struggle in that over and above the said adaptation 

man tries to change his environment in order to actualize order to actualize his 
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potentialities and thereby enjoy freedom. The impetus behind the transformation 

of the struggle for existence into the urge of freedom was provided by his desire 

to be free from physical limitation and the incentive was the power of his highly 

developed brain. All these Were made possible by the superior intelligence of man. 

Thus, for Roy, reason or intelligence is the foundation of the urge for freedom. 

II 

Any comparison between Marxian Humanism and Roy's New Humanism 

must involve their theories of History. Marxian theory of history is derived from 

Marx's Philosophy of dialectical materialism. Roy's materialism has some affmity 

with Marxian materialism. However, the crucial difference between them is that 

Marxian materialism is dialectical. According to Marx the dialectical laws of the 

development of nature and human society have been abstracted from the history 

of nature and human society. There are three basic laws of dialectics. These are 

as follows: 

a) The law ofthe transformation of quantity into quality. 

b) The law of contradiction or the inter-penetration of opposition. 

c) The law ofthe negation of the negation. 

In some form or other the admission of the first law can be found in Roy's 

theory of mutation. However, the other two laws have not been admitted in Roy's 

materialism. Roy's objection to these two laws is that this mixture of Hegelian 

dialectics with materialism in nothing but confounding logic with ontology. 

Implicit in the Marxian theory of history is a conception of man and his 

relation with society and nature. According to him the starting point must be the 

real iife-processes of man. The distinctive feature of man's life process is that it 

is out and out biological. Without denying the uniqueness of man's individuality 

Marxian theory of history shows that individuality cannot be abstracted from 

society and explains why man can attain his real human existence only in society. 

Thus, for Marx, the first premise of all human history must be the existence of 

living human individuals. That is to say, the first historical act is the production of 

material life itself. This actual material life is produce in the process of producing 

man's own means of subsistence. Again, this production of material life provides 

the occasion for establishing man's unique relation with nature which is termed 
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as 'Labour'. From a truly historical perspective according to Marx, development 

of labour signifies development of the instruments of labour which leads to greater 

domination of nature. This development brings in the division of labour. Which, in 

its tum, creates class-division within society and fosters antagonism betw~~~/'cJ, 

individualinterest and social interest.Thus, for Marx, the history ofall society, riddled " . 

with division of labour determine the productive activity of individuals, which again, 

determines the form of social and political life. One of the basic tenets of Marxism 

is that material production constitutes the foundation of man's life process. 

Therefore, the mode of production or economic structure (relations of production 

and forces of production) determines the general form of our social, political and 

spiritual life. The entire superstructure gets transformed owing to the changes in 

this economic foundation. 

Roy's theory of history is markedly different from the Marxian theory. Roy's 

theory derives from his cosmology. For him, history is an organic evolutionary 

process which is causally determined but not predetermined by any telos, secular 

or religious. This evolution depends on the laws pertaining to the human level of 

existence. Human evolution is not completely different from biological evolution, 

because the former is a continuation of the latter. However, the difference is due 

to the fact that while merely biological evolution takes place by means of 

mechanical adaptation and struggle for existence, the human evolution depends, in 

an important respect, on reason and man's purposive and creative efforts. Human 

evolution is characterised by our aspiration for freedom, knowledge and truth. In 

Roy's view, it is only due to the activities of the creative man aspiring for freedom 

that human civilization has progressed. The primacy ofthe freedom of human will 

and human creativity in Roy's philosophygives us a romantic view of life. According 

to him, when this romanticism is tempered with reason and rationalism, it is only 

our spirit of adventure that can bring about a social revolution. In the human level 

of existence the struggle for existence is transformed into the urge for freedom 

and the expression of human creativeness brings about the revolution. 

Another important difference between Marx's and Roy's theory of history 

is that in Roy's theory the role of ideas in history receives greater importance. In 

his works he tried to show that Marx's theory of history subordinates man to the 

inexorable laws of forces of production and reduces all ideas and cultural forms to 
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mere superstructure ofeconomic relations. In Roy's view, this makes Marx's theory 

ofhistory fatalistic and eliminates man's freedom. On the other hand, Roy's theory 

accords primacy to the thinking man in opposition to Marx's productive man. In 

Roy's view. It is conceptual thought that distinguishes the most primitive man from 

other animals. 

Marx's critique of all social systems is based on the observation that in those 

social systems man's life has not been genuinely social and hence, has not been 

truly human. This should be changed. Thus, he declares : "The philosophers have 

only interpreted the world in different ways : the point is to change it". According 

to Marx this change can be brought only if the real life - processes are completely 

grasped. According to the Marxian theory ofhistory, the socio-economic conditions 

in which men live are necessary and objective in the sense that they correspond 

to a prevalent mode of production. That is to say, while producing their material 

life men enter into determinate socio-economic and political relations, which impose 

certain material limits, presuppositions and conditions that are independent of their 

will. In such situation division of labour creates a class-divided society. In such a 

class - divided society the total productive force confronts men as an alien social 

power existing outside them and appear not as voluntary but natural. This economic 

or social alienation is the basic form of alienation. Thus, in a class - society the 

antagonism between the individual and common interest leads to the creation of 

the State, i.e. a power dominating society. 

Religious alienation is another aspect of this basic alienation. Man's real 

nature being the totality of social relations, the religious consciousness, according 

to Marx, is a social product. This State and society constitute an inverted world 

and consequently, produce religions, which foster an inverted world 

consciousness. In the off-quoted Marx's words. "Religion is the sign of the 

oppressed creature, the sentiment of a heartless world, and the soul of soulless 

condition. It is the opium of the people." Therefore, the demand for the real human 

happiness necessitates the abolition of religion. 

In his analysis of alienation in the capitalist society Marx has shown that in 

this stage alienation is both extensive and intensive. And with the abolition of 

capitalism the alienation of man will get abolished and true human existence and 
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freedom win be gained. Inthis condition man will be emancipated from all alienation 

and his social life will be truly social. He will be the master of his social and natural 

environment. 

M.N. Roy has made two basic criticism of Marxian humanism. According 

to him, Marxian humanism is vitiated by contradiction, which is due to Hegelian 

influence. The concept of dialectics and economic determinism in Marx's theory 

ofhistory contradict the basic humanist standpoint - the freedom ofthe individual 

man. It has been assumed by M.N. Roy that any humanist theory of history must 

acknowledge the fact that man is the maker of history. The second basic criticism 

of Marxian humanism is that Marxian humanism views human nature as the totality 

social relations. According to M.N. Roy, on the other hand, reason is the essence 

of man. This reason guides men to enter into social relations. Thus, the aggregate 

of social relations presupposes individual existence. This view is opposed to Marx's 
'.. 

organic conception of society. 

In the last phase of his life M.N. Roy endeavoured to develop the philosophy 

of New Humanism as an alternative to Marxism. He tried to develop a new 

philosophy distinct from Liberalism and Marxism. Despite his good intentions he 

could only revive the tradition of liberal humanism of Pre-Marxian period. In his 

philosophy he opposed all types of collectivism and authoritarianism in order to 

secure the freedom ofthe individual. This is the hallmark of a liberal thinker. 

III 
Roy's emphasis on human dignity and individual freedom has great 

significance in our age of statism, planning and technology. He believed that the 

freedom ofthe individual and democracy do not depend primarily upon constitutional 

provision or economic arrangement, but upon the quality of the individual. In order 

to achieve this he laid heavy stress on education, which can help us to practise 

rational politics and place individuals at the centre of society. 

The necessity of value-based politics in the present age can hardly be over

estimated. One major influence of natural science on politics has been the growth 

of secular outlook in our political thinking. However, along with this, politics has 

developed a tendency to become objective in the sense ofbeing completely value
free and, thus, has fostered an apathy for all ethical norms. In his philosophy of 
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New Humanism Roy tried to develop secular ethics by combining scientific 

objectivity with ethical idealism. 
Roy believed that a secular rationalist system of ethics could be logically 

deduced from the mechanistic cosmology of the materialist philosophy. He thought 

that a system of secular morality is sine qua non for human freedom. He argued 

that it is the age of secularism. Morality based on religion would be meaningful 

only is man's private life. Moreover, a secular state cannot survive upon religious 

morality. Therefore we must have a system of secular morality. That is why Roy 

sought to develop a system of secular ethics on the basis of scientific principles. 

The best way to develop such ethics, Roy thought is to find scientific account 

of the origin of morality. He wrote, "one knows from experience what is good for 

him and what is bad for him. Therefore he generalises that what is good for him 

is good for all like himself, and what is bad for him is also bad for all. That is the 

origin of morality?" 

Man needs society for the realisation of his own potentialities and so the 

observance of existing social laws serves his own interests. Roy claimed that when 

man becomes moral on the basis of such rational consideration he chooses his 

course of action voluntarily. Thus, according to Roy, morality must be viewed as 

grounded in man's inherent rationality. Though one's own existence is the primacy 

concern one can subordinate such selfish interest to enlightened self-interest. 

Again, Roy believed that secularism and freedom of man are not compatible with 

religious morality. He wrote: "The religious faith in man's moral essence limits 

his sovereignty, indeed it is a negation ofthe liberating concept. In the last analysis, 

it implies that man as man cannot be moral; to be so, he must feel himself 

subordinated to a super-human power. With this paralysing sense of spiritual 

subservience, man can never be really free". I 5 So "Morality must be referred back 

to man's innate rationality. Only then can man be moral, spontaneously and 

voluntarily. Reason is the only sanction ofmorality.''" 
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~ I~~ ~'8 ~~~<ra'!C~ C~~~~~<l"CQl'6lIC<I1lb"'l(~~ I 

~~~~~~~~~~'8~~~~~~<f~~~~ 

<1"~f<mr<1"~~~I~~"f~~~~~~~~~~>1~<I1C<l' 

~~~~~~~~~~~I~"f>1~i71C<l'~~~~\5l"~~ 

~'8~~~~~~~~I~~~~;ro-~~~!M"f~~I~ 

~~~~~~~I~tf~~~~J!T~~~~r:m~~~~ 

~ 1~~!I<l'rn~ ~~I ~CfI<l>J~~ljt~<lI<lSJCIOfI~ I ~~ 

~~~~~~;n~~~~~~~~~-~,~, 

~~ 1~~~~"f~~~I~~<fT<l'J~*~~~~~~ 

~\5l"~~~\5l"~~~~ ~cn<l'J~~~'8Wl' cn<l'J ClOfPi~ ~I 

~~~ ~~'ijt<1"T<l'J WlT'il ~ <1"T<l'J ~~~ I ~i5TT'm1'~!I<l'rn - '6lltC~<l' 

~, ~ ~ '8 Clll"ll'·lI~<l' ~ I ~ - Clll"ll'''lI~<l' ~ ~~~~~J!T I ~~ 

~~ljt<fbOl~~ C\l<lSJCIOf'C~~ m~ I"· 

~C~ ~l~tf;m[<l'~~~ <l'CiilC~"'l1 ~\5l"~-r~~~ ~ 

~~9p(T~~~~~~~~~\5l"~~~~~~ 

~~tf~~~Rcmtf~~~~~I")~~~:!fCU~'l"1JNl~'e' 

~ ?f'lli ~~~~ f%:f 4>flOflC~ ~~ ~~~ ~ !lNliS31P.k~ltf;m[<l' 

f.1~~C"'l~ ~~ I 

~~~;m[<l'C\I<lSJC"fIC~~ ~~~~~~Rcmc~~~~\5l"~C¥f 

~~~~ ~1lCtff~Ii~~'6l1"1~J<l'~ICC\~?f'lli~~~*C\I<l'J>j~C~~~ 

~I ~~~~~~"f~~"f~~?f'lliJ!T~~~~~~~~ 

~~~Rcm~~ ~tf~~~ I 

~;m[<l' <1"l<l'JClOf1<r ~~~ClOfC~ ~ ~ ~'8 CfI<l>J ~~ ~ljt 

~~~~ ~~.!1\3\5l"~ ~~<l'iil"C\5"1J~~ I ~~<l'~'6lI11ICIOf~ ~~ C'rn 

~'8 C<l'Irl''8 C"'l~IRlC<l'~ <l'~ tiIm ~'8~~~ ~9fTlOf<l'" ~'8miil' ~~~ ~9f{lf~ 

\5fC~"1T~~~<l"CQl~~ I ~~~(S~"'llbIC4i:l ~C<l'Irl''8 CfI<l>J 

~~·~~~~'6lI<l'I\\'""'I,cm~,~~~.~~~~\5fC~ 

~9fT"f<l'~ I"~ 

~~~ "11<l'lClOflC~~ ~ '6l1C6\Ib"'l1 <l'm?(6\'~~ ~~"'lJI~llC~ ~'?1"'lI~<l' 
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'OIICQ1lbOlI ~~I ~~!P:r~ ~ ~~~<1I4JC'iI'll <JCQ1' c<Pol~~? ~ 

i5ftlJn~~!P:r \!lI1CC'llbOlI ~r I 

~~~;q14JC'tt(;'1l~~ <:Il1CC'l1b"'l1 ~~ I!l~ >\lSI<:l}'«:Q1 Oln{l~~ ~W'l0l1~<i\4 

'OIICQ1lb"'I~~1 ~~!P:r~~~~~;q14JC'iI~<JCQ1'c<Pol~~? ~ 

i5ftlJn~~!P:r 'OI1CiillbOlI ~ I 

~ 

~~r~Q:r~I9II"'Q111:l~~~4~<:Il"'~414Im~'S~~~ 

i5f~~~C~~~~~'T~~II!l~~~~~~~~C~ 

~'T~m~,c:rr~~~~~~~~m~Ii5f'Pfii!l'~~~~Q:r~ 

~~~~'T~~I'0" 

;q14JlW;"Q:rQ:r~~~~~~;qI4JI~~9flf~~~~~I~~ 

9flfi5f'Pfii!l' ~ i5fC9f'll'f ~~c<lil"'l' f.tfiIIti5f~~~~I!l~ i5f'Pfii!l' ~ i5fC9f'fliT 

;rr~~ i5f~~~~, ~~~~~1'08 Q:r~~i5f'Pfii!l'9flffilf6t~IC;q 

C4r.l'S ~i5f~ ~9fT'M~~i5fClR~ ~~'Sm~ I 'OIOlWn4~~~ 

~~ filf6t\!)I:l'c"l c<lil"'l"8 i5f~~~CU~~ 19f1f~~ I!lWf~~~~ 

~~~~~~IQ:rQ:r~filf6t~I~~~~~~~~~ 

.~~~~~~~;rr~~<:Il>t5f~I~~~~Q:rl'S1J\!lT~ 

~~~~~I<:IlO1J'6ICq~C~'i.ffl~Wi~~~~i5fC~~~~~ 

~~f~cmf~T!Pl~~~filf6t,*,IC;qC4fo1'S~~i5f~~9jI""Ol~~1 

~~ Wi I!l~ "'G ~~ • ~ '\!lCCl' 'tt'G ~~~ ~'IT ~ 

!IC{lI\§i~{l~~~IQ:r~~~~C4r.l'Si5f~~~~~~~ 

~~\iiI'~!l"f@1I"'C"'~i5f~i5fC9f'll'f~l£l~ Q:ri5f~~~~~ 

~i5f~~9jt""Ol ~~onl Q:r~~~ filfat\bl:llc;q ~ ~i5fll.(~9fT'M~~ 

~~~~~ I \!lIOlI;q-lJ4<lJ<f~~<n<lJ~~\bTm filf6tl505IC;q ~'S i5f~ 

~cull.(~ I c<lil"'l"8 ~Wi~ '6I>t't~'i~ts~9f4~ '\!lCCl'~ ~~1C<l 

~'S ~~ts9flT9fOn~ ~on I . 

C7l Q:r ;q14JC'iIC<ll~ 4~~~~~ !lC"J4IT;?t ~~~ ~'S"'lT 

~ 9J..'i ~ 1'0. ~"lR ~ <1I4JC'iIC'll'l:l ~ Q:r ~ ~'S ~ i5f~ ~9j1"IC01 

i5f'P\~<lI4JC4 i5fC9fWf ~ on \!IT ~~ I Q:r ~ \iii' \!lIlCarl5J ~~ ~~~~ 

~~~~'SQ:r~~~~~9fOnon~tn~\!lTi:S~9f\b~I~9flf 

~;q14J~bOlI~~~~~~'IT~Wii5f~~~~i5fll.(~CUll.(~I~ 
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~Qr~:!lI~'.1C~~~~~~~~~·~~~~o:um~~ 

~<l'~~~'S~~;rnI~~~'~~'I!l~~~~I~~!f~ 

~~~I'~~'~~~~~:>Jf.:l~~\:llq}q>I'~~~!l~lf'1f.t~ 

~~'5'f~~ 11!l~~'5'f~~~"lfiI<li11~~~?l '!IM&aIt(If.1' ~f.hl~'{jC"'l?l~~ I 

~<l1iit~~ '~~' I!l~on~~~ 1<f~ '~~'~t(Jf.t;rn I ~~ 

~~~\3JT~!l~I~If.:l~I~<lI~~I?l{;CifJl~~1lC"'l"~~i5l?;~ 

!IN>il!fiI~If.1~~~~~~!IN>i8iI~f.:l ~~~ 1"'''I1m~ ~ 

~~~~~~~:!ll~ 1~~~~~~\5IT~~ 

~~~Qr~~~~~~~I<@it~~\5IT~~~~ 

~(A~~~~~~1<f~~'5'f~~~1<f~ri~~ 

~~~~!lN>il!fiI~f.1~f.l~~I'Ol?l~~I··~'Sc;q>TOT'S~~~ 

J1~ICi11lb"'lI?l~~~~~Xf~~~!f~9f':li,~,~,~'l(A~~ 

~!IRJsI~f.:lI·) 

~""cf~~~\?l~J"l1M1 ~I·~ ~1fC?l?l'~f.Rli~~~1 ~~ 

""cf~~~~~~~~~~~\!Il\:lJ"llMil·"'~~ 

SCS!5li11ti11~1l\5~""cf~9f?l'~~~~~~\?l\:l}"lIMI~I··~~ . 

~ f<l'll{lf(;C<l' ~ lffil' 111m ~ \?l tCil1 Ib"'l l{l ~~Xf~~ C<liTCOU ~~~ 

. 'm~{;~9f"'l'~(A~cm-1 ~1!l?l~~~(A~'Scm-I~~ 

~G51?l~iffl?l~~~~~~~~I~~~~~~U1Z 

I ~~\?l\:lJ"li§!1 ~f.1:!lt('{lC",,?l ~\?lICi11lb"'l1 t:QfC<lnfC01~~JI{l~c;r~~ 

;mrq;f.1:!l~'{1C"'l?l ')'fC5f~~~V'f~~ I ~t:~~f<lbl?l~Ci11.~ 

~ \?l19ffu ~~9f"'l'~ I ~~\?l1~ m on~ ~ ~'S ~\?l1~ 

(:s~9f"'l'~~~~~;mrq;f.t~~ml~~I(3~~ 

~\?l19ff.lt:5l?lI~~\?l1fi~;n~!lfG;q~ik<l'~'\5IT~~'I~~~ 
84 f.lc1Si?l~~~f.1~~~IC"'l?l~~ 1

~~f.ft>Tc?l~~~~~lJT9J0'~~~ ~9fC?l~ <l'1il11~~ CfbOl" 

~f.l~t('{1C"'l?l~ml ~~~~W~~~ 9f~~~I~ 

<l1<l>J~~~~~~~lml!l~<fT<l5J!fCmc'5'f?l~~~~f@~~~ 

~~ !jN>il!fiI<lI<l'J !!Cm'5'f <l'ID ~ 11!l~ ~ !!Cm~ f.Rli~ <l'1il11~~ <l"l);r ~ 

f.l:!1~'{1C"'l?l~~I·b 11m~<@it~~~f.f!l~'{1"'l!l1~~'S~~ 

~~~on<rol'~9fC?l~~~~CJfCw.wr'SCf'Iil1I®~<rb01~f.t~~~18' 

~~~\6\\~~<lb01 m~:!lt('{IC",,?l~ t:~~~!l1~~~~'{\C~?l 
~~~~~It:~~f.mc?l~~~~ 9f~~~~ 
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mm~;n~~~ ~~~9fI1t3~!ICID~~~~ffi~~f.l~~~IC~~~ 

~ I Sr ~9j?l<l®'<tiICC'1 ~~~~~_~ ~$lHPjI~§~~~~ 

~'N3 ~!lT~~f.l':!l~~C;j~ ~~<1Ci7l ~~~I ~~ ~ !JRJ;q~Cq> 

~~I5l~cvrn~~~~ I ~ 15l~~~ '9fTLT' ~~ I ~~~ 

~~~~I~~~~~~~~I~!f~~~ 

~9f>:p ~9fOl"~~<J~ ~9fC'lfi~~~~ f.lC~~~1 !NT'f~ I ~ 9fTQf ~ 

.9fC'lfi ~~~,~&l§~ f.l1Sf~~1)9fOl"~I ~~~. 9f>:p ~~;:r;n 

~f.T'Sf~~9fOl"~~~~ ~~<JCQf ~'1J~ I ~~9flVf~ f.TISf~~ 

~~~~~q»(;Cq>I'll1I~~I~~~.~~~~~~I~~ 

~ "'$~9fC;:r~&m~;n~¥tC<f>f'll1IC~~~ iWf <f>'4T ~'"f ~9flfrn m I f.T'Sf9f>:p 

~9R!C'<f~9f~tern<J~~~~;n~~~~~~I~~~~ 

\5l(HJC<1~ ~~~15l~'"fff;~ i5ITC~ 'S ~~'"fff;~ ~~~ iWf ~~'"f~~~ 
~In 

~~~\5lICQ1lb;jI~~~~1~~~!f<l>rn~~~~~ 

~~, ~~~ IS <J~ I ~ 15l~~~~~ &m~ f.l~!lT~ ~I 

~~~~'f~~~~ffID~~~~c~fSfi~~1 

~~C~~~~ C<f>;:r? ~~~C~~ I ~'f~~1 ~~C~ 

fSfi ~~ I ~'~~.~~~~~'f ~~ \5lill lCorn 9f>:p1S ~~ I~o 

~~~~~~~"rnC~~9f~~~~~~f.l:!l~1)C;j~ 

~~lffID~~~fi\5lI~C<{CIf~~<f>I5l~'"fm\5lICQ1lbO'1l~ 1~~'f$lCi\fC~~ 

~~~f.l~~~~~~I5l~or-ll~~~-m~'<f~~~\5l"flIC;j~~'IT 

~~~~fi~~m~~~~\5lI~C<{CIfi:l~~~ l~~~~ 
~~~'fI5lr4r~ \5l1~C<{C~ ~~~~~ ~lrIi~ ~i:liC9f~~1 ~ 

~~I~) 

<J~~~'f~~~~Qr~~~~~<f>mlffiJ";n1 

~'"fCl1I~~~'"fCl1I~~~~'S)'fT~~~~~1 ~~ 

~~)'fTI:(J~ 1~~~~~~)'fTI:(J~\5lf.l~~~~~ 

~~~I9fC'lfi~~~~~~~)'fTI:(J~;rnI~~'f~ 

\5l~IC;j~ !I<r'8'C~)( <J~ I~~ 

\5lC~)(i:l~'8'~Q1 -afaf ?j~CQ1lb;:jl ~ O'f~ ~ C$lC"ll'CJl ~~~ t<f>T~~ I ffID 

~ ~'P1~\5lC~)(~ ~ I ~~ ~ IS ~~ ?('SWl" f.$ ~~~~ ~ I ~ 

~~~~~~m~~~~~~;n~1 9fC':P~~~ml5l'<f 

~~~~I5l'<fT~~~~~~1 ~~~~~~ 
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~~<fCCi"~~ 19fIlli~'S ~~;U~ ~~~?('Sm~ow I ~9fIlli 

'S~~~~'S~~C~~~Iff~~~I~~'S~~~~ 

~~~9f~~~~'Pffi~;n I~~~~~~~ 1~~"HP'1~~c;~~ 

~9ffcfi~~'Sf'!J~~;U~~~~I~~~~rz;~c~~ 

"Il1ff~~~C'5'fCOOf~~~"1TC~~~~~~ I ~~~ 

~~~~~~C~iJ1C~~~~'S"1TC~~Iff~~~ 

~'Sm~;nI~~~~C~lffiI~~~~}l'='IC<1~~~~<rr~~~ 

15l~~I,=,i<1 ~;n~ 1I5l"'l},=,iC<1 ~ C'5'fCOOf ~~~ tN'~;n~ I ~~lIfWIl1~ 

"1TC~~~ >\~~~'§~~ \5rn >\~~~?('S~~~~~!:f1lT~ 

~~ I <1~~"1TC~~~ >\~~,§~9f~;rn I ~~ ~"1TC~~ 

>\~~~'§~ l.!l<1~~~~~~~~~~"Illff ~~~, ~~ 

15l1<r>IC~~~~~~~~\5Ii<1~l<1>\SIC<1'9fIlli, 15l~~~ "1TC~.~ I~ 

~9f~ ~~ <tim~~IC~ ~ "Iliff ~;U ~ \3C<1. ~ "1TC~ ~~~ 

~~~~;U 1\!ll~~~~9fIlli~ ~~~~;nl 

~~\5I1Cii1lb"'lBI~~lffiI~ ~~~,~~'S~~~ 

~~I~~~~~~~;U~~~~'Sf'!J~I~~~~ 

~<rr~\!llC~~~14e 

~,~~ ~"I1IfJ'S "Il1fJ1\S1<1~~~~'S >\<1}~bl~ ~ I 

~~g~~~~~\5I"i1lIC"'I~~~~I5l,=,IC;q~~~~~ 

~?('S~ ~~ IC<t>I"'I''S 9f1fli~~~ ~9fll'MTC~~ ~~ ~ !!Cm'Sf<t>S1T ~1l1 

~\5rn~~~>\~~~,§~~~~I~~~~~~~9fif~ 

~~9f ~~ '~~~' ~ ~~"Il1fJ1\5l<1 ~~h11,=,IC;q~ ~~ >\~~\'@ ?('S~ 

~~~ i 'W ~~~ 15l;qQi1~"'I<r>I~~~\5I~~h?'fiI'~~~~ 

~~~lc~~~~~I\5rn~~~~~9fIlli\5l<1ii1~<r>IWl~~ 

~~~ ~IC~~~~~~;UI ~15l"i1lI"'lIij(O~~ ~~ C<t>I"'I"S~~~"I1IfJ 

"Il~~~;m1~~~'S~~~~~~1'!II1>\1~~9fN<r>?('S~~~ ~ 

~ I C<t>I"'I''S "Illff~ "Il~ ~ "Iliff ~ oum "Il~ ~ \!llllft~ ~~~ \3C<1 ~ 

~1'='I~j<r>IC~~~~~f<1'fiPfl~~~'Sl~~'<iC<t>~9f!lCm'Sf<tim?(1l~<1~~~ 

~~~~;U~~~~"I1IfJ~~~I~~~"I1~~ 

~~ "Il~?('S~~~"Il~ I ~cm~<pli1\l~~~~QWIIT ~ 
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I ~~ ~g, ~~~~~~ Wf i£lWf \:lli~IC~~ ~~9f01f <I'm ~~ I ~~ 

~~JlTI;fJ JlT~~ <I'@'l~ i5lfZ',<1lM>~ ~~"QITC~~~~ I i!if~~ 

~~~'if~~f.ti:sT~~~1 

~C~~ ~~faf\:llICi71lb"'ll~ C~c;<lfcm~ (A :*~IClJ~Ci71 ~ ~9f'<l3~ 

~~ I ~9f'<l3Wf~~ (:» ~(~) ~~ (e) fcf~ (8) i!ifJf~~~\S 

(({)~~I~~~~~~;mr<l>~,~~~~~ 

;mr<l>~,~~~~R!¥~"'ll~<t> ~,fcf~~~J1ClJfZ',W:J;mr<l> 

~, i!ifJf~ ~~~~!f<t>?l"'1J1O[;mr<l>~, ~~~ <t>1i711®\:l 

;mr<l> C~~II::lICJ1~ ~~ I 

(c 

.;s~i5lICi71fb"'ll~ ~qarr~ (A ~ J11~I"'lJ\:lg ~~~C"'l?l ~ \:llICi71lb<1l?:l ~ 

!If\b@iI~f.1, \:lll::lJ"i'3iI, ~~f.b1~~C<1?l ~ i5lICi71lb~1 «?:lC~"'l1 ~.,~ $i5l1Ci71lb"'lI~. 

~~~%g~, ~'l, ~~(A~~~'l<t>m"~, \5f~~'l 

~I 

\:ll®\:l<t>Ii71 <n<t>1i711®\:l~(A~!1~~C"'l?:l i5lICi71lb"'l1 ~~~9f\:llICi71lb"'l1 ~ 

\5fICi71lb"'lI~~<t>m"~I~<n~~mm~J1~I~I~Ci71~ ~~~i£l~ 

~~~~ ~~f.t!1~~C<1~ \:llICi711b<11~ C~~\:l~ICCl~~ I ~qarr 

~(A <l1<t>JClfl~ ~~~i5lICi711b"'l1 ~~I ~\S<lI<l'JClfl~~~ ~~f.t~~9f 

~~~ I <lJQ.{OlN~!1~~IC<1~ ~~~\5TIP~~i~i5lICi71lb<11 ~I i£l~~~~ 

~~<lJQ.{;mr<l>f.1!1~~C<1?l ~~~? C<t>fo1\S Cl'@<lJ~~~ ~\3(O<f~~9f"'l" 

<lJQ.{ ~ I ~ C<t>fo1\S Cl'@<lJ ~ <t>m~ \5f <lJQ.{~ \5fQ.{r~ !lC{lI-Ml{l ~~P!T~~~;rr I 

\5f!ffi 'fm ~ ~<t>ffl ~ mm'if ~ ~?fW~9f"'l"~~i£l~!f<l>@~~ ~\S~ 

~'1'Tf!f<t>~&m'if <t>m~~~ <lJQ.{~ Im i£l~~~~<[~.:r \5f~,~~.,~ 

\5f~;mr<l> f.t!1~~C"'l?:l ~~ I \:llf\bM'e' f.t!1~I"'1*iC9f ~~~ !fC~ f.$ ? 

~~!l~I~~, !l!\b@iIRC?llf1", !l~IJ1<1JIJ1 ~f.t~~~~~1 

~ 'i'f5fTlf?l"\5f<P'1J ~~!l~@i\~f.1 ;mr<l>~!J~iC"'l?:l ~~ I~~~~ \SfC<f 

~~!l~@iI~f.1lq8"'lJmlf·fc;l~i!if~;mr<l>~~~1~~~~ I~~ 

b?:l<t>J14>J\:l~;mr<l> ~~ ~<t>m ~ f.$;rr \5T 0SC<r ~~ I <l>rn'l i!if~;mr<l> 

f.t!1~~C"'l?l~~C<t>fo1\S~~I~<t>~~~~i!if~~'l~~~~~IC~?l 

fcfcm'ijT <RJi<lT .;s~9f"'l"rn ~·I~q ~;mr<l> <l1<t>JClfIC<l?:l ~\S ~ $ ~~ 

<!T<t>J!fCm(O'i@ <t>~ qarr ~ I~"'lJ 1~"fAfc;T~ i5l \<l@i!\:lIQ.{, m.lC~ liSlJI iU:lI'if, ?f¢.JC~i'81JC9ffl'l 

~f.t~(A ~?fM~\:l~9f:l~~f.t~*iC9f~~~.!I~OlN~1 
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~11!l~~~~~I~JBl'1"t1~~,~, \5IOi".f5I~'l\5l!l~I~~~~?l 

~~~~lm~(A~~~I!l~~!fij1'l~11!l1fof~~Ql 

C~~~ ~~~IC~~ ~!,j'1"f;r~c~ml!l~~~1 f.l!l~~jC~~ ~~f.{~. . 

~~;rnl 

~'¢lIC61It)~I~~I!l~QJT~t.rrnQJ~~c~f.t~J1""~ 

'¢l1'il1't)~1~~~'8~I~ ~t~{ltRl~C"f?l ~1!l~.I5IIC61It)~1~C~ 

~\!)'&l~1 

~ I ~~ - ~11~, ~lillil8, M~10\'(101.~~.1: ~I:>17'
 

~ I b?l~>1~~I- ~11~. ~lillil8. M~10l'(10l.~~.1: ~I:>lil
 

':ll ~ 8/~/80,
 

8 I ~~ - ~11 ~, ~ooo.1: ~~~
 

~, oum~ -~ ~lill:>17', 1: 8
 

.~ I ~~ ~11 ~. ~ooo. ~~10l'(1"'1: ~B.17' 

0, I ~~ ~~ ~ ~tll~tllW ~- 'if5l1~- b~~>1~~t ~ lillil~ ~~I"''(1"'l • 
~~1: ~~~o 

17' I ~~ ~~ ~~~9f<lil ~- ~9ftfct 1M-~~~ ~ lillil~ M~IO\'(1O\ 
~~~1:~~~o
 

lill b?l~>1~~l ~~ ~ ~lil17'~ M~tOl'(1"'l~.~~-1: 1:>~17'
 

~o I <1i) ~- ~/~/lil
 

~)~- ~/~/~~ 

'It) ~- ~/~/~~
 

~~ ~~ - ~11 ~- ~lillil8 M~IOl'(1Ol.~~ 1: ~~~
 

H ~~- ~11~- ~lillil8 M~101'(1"'.~~1: ~~o
 

~I:> ~ ~/~/~
 

~8 ~~ - ~11 ~ ~lillil8 M~IOl'(1Ol ••~~ 1: ~8~
 

~~ ~~ - ~11 ~ ~ooo M~l"'l'(1"'l ••~~ 1: ~8~
 

~~ ~ ~/~/~~
 

~o, \S1fc:l';'~?l'l1'1?l~~~~~~-~- \Slf<l«p?l"ll'1 ~lilOI:>1: 1:>8~
 

~17' ~~~~11 ~ ~lillil8, M~I"'l'(1'" ~~~ 1: ~~~
 

~lil ~ ~/~/~I:>
 

~o ~~~~~">1W1~~~~\SIf¥"lI?l'lf'1
~lilOI:>1:1:>88
 

~~ ~~~~~~lil17'~-M~10l'(f"'l·~~1:1:>~~
 

~~ ~~ ~11 ~ ~ooo ~"l1"'l'(101.~~1: ~8~
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Book Review - I 

Philosophical Reflections (Revised and enlarged Edition)
 
G.C. NAYAK
 

Indian Council ofPhilosophical Research, New Delhi
 
2002 RS.300
 

A PHILOSOPHER'S REFLECTION
 

PRABHAT MISRA·
 

Professor G.C. Nayak's Philosophical Refle~ions contains twenty one 

outstanding articles : I. Illumination through Analysis : A Study in Vedantic 

Conception Visa-Vis the Midhyamika; 2. The Philosophy of Nigirjuna and 

Dharmakirti; 3. Satori in Zen Buddhism; 4. The Noble Truths, 5. !y1aya: The 

Advaitin's Gordian Not; 6. Significance of Knowledge in S'a nkara and 

Yijnavalka 7. Tolerance in Advaita; 8. Transcendental Secularism; 9. Freedom 

in Indian Thought; 10. Rationalism of the Glti ; II. The Philosophy of Baladeva 

Vidyibhusana; 12. The Philosophy of Sri Aurobindo; 13. What is living and 

what is dead in Religion; 14. A plea for Common-ism; 15. Values: Dharma and 

Mok sa; 16. Dharma and its Transcendence as a value in Indian Thought and its 

culmination in Madhyamika and Ch'an / Zen Buddhism; 17. Analytic Philosophy: 

Its Multiple Facets; 18. The Problem of Universals; 19. Can there be any 

Indeterminate Perceptions (Nirvikalpaka Pratyak~a); 20. The Criterion of Personal 

Identity; 21. Can There Be a Synthesis of Eastern and Western Thought? 

As mentioned above, the articles are different from one another. Professor 

Nayak has covered many areas of Philosophy with a leaning towards Indian 

Philosophy. Every article demands good review. But space of this journal will not 

permit to cover all. As a whole, I may state that each article carries weight and 

bears the s~p. of Professor Nayak's original thought. Twenty one articles may 

be classified into three main heads : metaphysical , Moral and Epistemological. In 

each of them there is in-depth analysis of the subject based on authority and solid 

reasoning. 
As for example, in the First article, Professor Nayak justifiedly comments 
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that SI ankara's idea of illuminationthrough analysis is nothing but the analysis of 

akhandartha-vakyas .of the Upani~ads. And it should not be taken as a mere 

linguistic illumination, but an illumination of Ultimate Reality to be received after 

the eradication of avidya , He has also compared this illumination with The 

Prajiia of the Miidhyamika . M~tioning some difference between the two he 

also emphasises that both S'ankara and the Madhyamika take 'normal 

transactions of our day-to-day life as also the ordinary language to be sacrosant in 

their our sphere.' 

The Second article is concerned with the Madhyamika theory of S'unyata 

in Nagarjuna and Candrakirti To Professor Nayak, the concept of S'unyata is 

neither mystical, nor religious . 'What is denied is the ontology of immutability 

fixed and independent metaphysical essence of things as well as concepts, leaving 

our day-to-day transactions unaffected.' 

The fourth article 'The Noble Truths' emphasies that the cessation of 

desire (tanhii) is a necessary feature of the enlightenment in the teaching of 

Buddha. Buddha, Professor Nayak Shows, actively participated to eradicate the 

social evils of egoistic desire and craving by preaching his moral teaching. 

According to Professor Radhakri~hnan and Professor S.N. Dasgupta, by 

introducing the concep~ of Mdyd , S' ankara has explained the world away. Our 

author opines that S'ankara was not at all interested in giving explanation~ of the 

origination of the world. In the Fifth article on Maya he states that to S'an kara , 

Philosophy has nothing to do wit~ cosmology. It is entirely neutral to any theory 

of creations. The follows of S'an kara has misinterpreted his introduction of the 

concept of Mayo. 

The Advaita Monism has an appreciatable contribution to Indian culture . 

It teaches us the ideal of tolerance. In the article Tolerance in Advaita Vedanta 

(Seventh article), Professor Nayak Comments, 'What is important is to note how 

tolerance as an ideal is found to be woven into the very structure and forms an 

integral part of Indian culture as reflected in the philosophy of transcendental 

monism and a unique variety of secularism associated with this philosophy.' 

The Most original article in this collection is A Plea for Common-ism 

(Fourteenth article). From an ancedote in Saptas'at] Candi of the Markandeya 

Pura~a. Professor Nayak has discovered a Unique philosophy, which is, to him, 
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common-ism. This philosophy emphasises that knowledge is not only the private 

property of some selected wise and aristocrate - knowledge is the propertyof 

human beings in general - common men - even of all the living beings. Ignoring 

this fact, we are being misled in the human society - in the fields of democracy, 

educations and morality. This article reminds US of Husserl's introduction of the 

concept of the life-world in The Crisis. Husserl was also of opinion that our 

ignorance of the life-world-the lived world of common men is the root of the crisis 

of the day. 

Due to shortage of space, very unwillingly I am jumping to the last article, 

Eastern and Western Thought. Here Professor Nayak has particularly attacked 

Professor Paul Deussen, an eminent German Scholar of 19th century, who 

frequently attempted to compare the thoughts of Indian and Western philosophers. 

To him, 'the comparison of Advaita with Parmenides or Plato or even Kant as is 

done in Denssen's work though at times illuminating, is bound to be misleading in 

so far as the unique approach of the Advaita is assimilated to and loses its 

independent identity in the jungle of Western thought relevant only in the specific 

context to which it belongs.' According to our author, 'all such comparitive 

estimates are bound to suffer from a sort of reductionism, if the comparison is 

pushed beyond a certain limit.' In fact, some thinkers of east and west, often 

want to compare classical Indian Philosophical thoughts with Western philosophical 

thoughts for the international recognition of Indian philosophy. They are not doing 

right. They are not doing justice to Indian Philosophy. They must be aware of the 

mentioned 'limit', about which Professor B.K. Lal was aware and Professor J.N. 

Mohanty and Professor Daya Krishna are very conscious. 

In Professor Nayak's collection of essays there are some new interpretations 

of the thoughts of Sri Aurobindo and Baladeva Vidyabhu~al}a . There are some 

thought-provoking ideas about the problem of Universals and the status of 

Nirvikalpaka Pratyak sa . As a whole all the articles may arouse philosophical 

reasonings in the reader's mind. The language is artistic, but lucid. Philosophical 

Reflections is certainly a valuable contributions to contemporary Indian Philosophy. 

This reviewer-humbly expects more and more such contributions from Professor 

Nayak, who so far his Reflections reveals, is basically an Advaita Vedantin 
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Book Review - II 

THE SAMKHYA PHILOSOPHY 
An Analytical Study 
BIJAYANANDA KAR 

Ajanta a Delhi a 2003 a Rs. 125 

A CRITIQUE OF SA M KHYA 

PRABHAT MISRA 

The Sam khya is the oldest system of Indian Philosophy. The philosophy of 

Sarnkhya as we acquire from its basic texts like. 
S'iimkhya-Karika, Yuktr-Dipika , Tattvav kaumudi etc. is not always 

consistent. So an analytic study of the Sam khya Philosophy is always welcome. 

This has been done by Professor Bijoyananda Kar, a stalwart in the field of 

contemporary Indian Philosophy. 

Professor Kar's The Siimkhya Philosophy: An Analytical Study has seven 

chapters. Beginning from the study in the Siimkhy~ concept of S'ruti prama I!a , 

the study ends with a new interpretation of the Siimkhya concept of Kaivalya. 

Within the campus ofhis study, he covers the main parts ofthe conceptual framework 

of the system like Kara I!ata, ,Prak ~ ti, gu I!as and puru ~ a . 

After a brief but reasonable study of the place of s'ruti prama n a in the . . . 
Sam khya Philosophy, Professor Kar opines that, the Siimkhya philosopher does 

not accept sruti as a prama n a in the sense of just accepting the authority of the. . . 
Vedas. To the Sam khya , philosophical propositions - Vedic or non-Vedic must 

conform to reason. The Vedic assertions can be accepted as valid only when they 

are found to be reason-based, otherwise there would be little to distinguish between. 
aitihya and s'ruti . So Prof Kar firmly concludes, "... for the Siim khya Philosophy, 

s'ruti prama,!a cannot signify the Vedic authority. It rather means that method 

through which valid knowledge regarding the meanings ofdifferent assertions become . 
possible." We know, though the Siimkhya system is recognised as Vedic, it has 
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original philosophical speculations independentofthe VedicPhilosophy. !. \ 

Accordingto Prof. Kar, Sam khya Satkaryavida is established in op}l.Osition, 
to the a Satkaryavada ofthe Nyaya - Vais' esika . But both the theories ofcausation 

are theoretically right from their own standpoints. Each view appears to be ultimately 

based on an arbitrary definition of the world 'effect' : And the definitions are of the 

nature of recommendations - may not be justified on the basis of observed or 

experimental facts. So to Kar, "We are free to accept one and reject the other 

without thereby committing a mistake." 

Prof. Kar has also seriously reviewed Vac~spati's commentary to the 

arguments for Satkaryavada as furnished in the Samkhya - Kiriki. To him, the 

whole of Vacaspati's defence has tried to establish the non-difference (abheda) 

between cause and effect at the formal level. But can it be consistently applied to 

the natural phenomena of experience ? Kar illustrate, "Though verbally cloth is 

treated as nothing but the arrangement of yarn in a particular manner, still factually 

cloth is not yam and not even yearn being arranged in a particular manner.' So the 

identity of cause and effect like the yarn and the cloth is nothing but the instance of 

linguistic manipulation without having any factual significance. The arguments of 

Vacaspati in support of Satkiryavida may obviously be disputable. And 

Satkaryavada has not been firmly established. 

As Satkaryavada has no solid foundation, the arguments for the existence of 

prak! ti , which are based on this theory of causations are not also well-founded. 

Here also Prof. Kar reviews Vacaspati's commentary. He critically observes, 

'throughout the series of arguments there is an explicit confusion between the 

fonnallevel and the material level. From a peculiar concept of the world-order, the 

argument proceeds to postulate a type of cause, the notion of which is formally 

implied in the previous conception of the world-order . So from one arbitrary 

fromulation ofthe world-view, we pass on to a conception which is logically implied 

in the farmer. This does not prove any fact. It only shows inter-relation among 

concepts or ideas, is an arbitrary manner.' And 'so at last it seems to us that the. 
Samkhya arguments are logically powerless to establish the existence of prak~ti 

as the sole cause of the world-order.' 
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Prakrti inthe Samkhya is nothing but the gu~as . What are the gu~as? 

Prof. Kar, being unanimous with Prof. Radhakrishnan, thinks that the gu,!,as are 

neither dharmas, nor substances, nor mental properties, nor something as 

apr~dhanas, but power or s'akti . Yet Kar is confused about the Sa mkhya estimate 

of th~~~ange of the state of equilibrium of the gunas to the state of their 

disequili~um.His confusion is not unjustified. . 

The (twenty fifth tattva of the Sa 1~ khya is puru sa. Prof. Kar finds serious 

inconsistency in the arguments for the existence of Puru ~ a as furnished. in the 

S.im khya -Karika and its commentary ofVacaspati. He finally remarks. 'sa m khya 

philosophers fail to establish the existence of puru ~ a . Their failure is mainly because 

they have become victim to the illusion ofboth logic and language. While they seek 

to prove the actual existence of puru ~ a they employ most of the arguments which 

are merely formal in character and do not yield any conclusions regarding matter

of-fact.' 

In the Samkhya , liberation or mukti is called kaivalya. as it means the 

realisations that puru ~ a is absolutely isolated (kaivalya). The Sam khya postulates 

a novel view that puru ~ a is fully left to its own stall without having associ~tion or 

involvement with prak ~ ti in any.sense of the term. In dealing with the Sam khya 

concept of Kaivalya Prof. Kar finally opines that 'the state of kaivalya or complete 

dissociation cannot be conceived as a state of release or freedom as ordinarily 

understood. It is not the sense of relieffrom pain and suffering. Because the state of 

relief in the ordinary sense requires the presence of individuality with the background 

of ego. The }i va is to realise that he is free from suffering and he remains for that 

attainment. But he ceases to be as. the Sa m khya philosophical positions requires. 

And the real puru ~ a is ever asa n ga in view of absolutely being uninvolved and 

unconcerned being with the affairs o~ prak ~ ti and its cause of evolution. So the 

sense of attaining freedom, in the Sam khya dars' anic framework at least, seems 

to be quite nebulous and not promising.'. 
Scholars interested in the Sjim khya philosophy must collect and go through 

Prof. Kar's work. My study of this scholarly study always reminds me the name of 

Iswarchandra Vidyasagar to whom the Sa m khya is a false philosophy. Kar does 

not go to that end, but to him this philosophical system lacks rational foundation. 
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